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The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise sector is the growth engine of Indian economy. 

Though there are 613 million MSME units in the country employing about 110 million persons, 

the growth is sub-par. Both, non-credit as well as credit constraints hinder growth.  

This study focuses on strategic Business Development Service (BDS), its needs and scope 

especially on infrastructure, support services, synergies with government schemes, market, 

quality and credit gap. In essence it is critical to map both financial and non-financial gaps 

experienced within the cluster to design interventions to foster future growth.  

Grant Thornton Bharat has undertaken a detailed study involving "Mapping of Financial and 

Non-Financial gaps in the Engineering Cluster of Paramakudi". Non-financial needs include 

skill development, procurement, marketing, Quality Management Systems (QMS) amongst 

others. With just a small percentage of credit requirements of MSEs through institutional 

finance, vast segment of micro enterprises do not have access to formal financial institutions.  

The Engineering Cluster at Paramakudi 

This cluster, providing direct employment to 1675 people and indirect employment to around 

200 people, has 105 MSE units with a cumulative turnover of about INR. 85 crores (FY 2020-

21). Spread over Paramakudi Town, the district is a strategic location because it is adjacent to 

the Sivaganga, Tuticorin, Virudhunagar etc.  

Despite a high-growth business trend, the firms are currently facing constraints. Just 

one BMO is dedicated to engineering cluster. Surge in raw material costs in last six 

months by 30-40% percent, inconsistent supply and large-scale migration of labour 

has affected the operation of units. However, stagnation of product prices has 

impacted profit margins of firms from 20 to 25 per cent to just 7 to 10 per cent. This 

trend threatens their performance in the medium-term perspective. 

 

Paramakudi has gaps in availability of skilled manpower handling machines and lack of 

adequate number of skill training institutions providing customised training programmes for 

workers on long term basis.  

 

 

 

 

Executive Summary 
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Cluster Profile of Ramanathapuram 

 

Formed in 1975s, the cluster established in Paramakudi the following as main products:  

Eb line, Transformer tower and 

its accessories 

 

Aluminium Knob, Isolators, 

Transformer towers & Bushing 

Clamps, LT Open Type Fuse 

Sets, Blot and Nuts, Eye Blots,  

Solar Panels and Structures, 

Single or Double Break A. B. 

Switches with or without 

Isolators and its spares  

 

Majority of the unit do manufacture of electrical accessories products. However, they have well-

established linkages with the local industries, Govt, contractors from Electricity Board sector, 

wholesalers and retailers’ utensils etc facilitating a good turnover.  

Overview and Supply of Business Development Services  

MSMEs lack information about the availability and range of service. Only few units in the cluster 

avail services of CAs in terms of tax, audit and maintaining books of account. Gaps include: 

   

Loan Syndication 

Lack of BDS provider in 
terms of loan syndication for 
the units in this cluster. 

Marketing 

Marketing related BDS 
required for facilitating entry 
of MSE units in the domestic 
replacement and spares 
market. 

Physical Infrastructure 

Guidance, preparation and 
arranging grant-in-aid for 
development of physical 
infrastructure on PPP mode 
through various GOI and 
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State level schemes. Gaps 
include Common Facility 
Centres and industrial 
infrastructure such as roads, 
drainage, power supply etc 

 

Soft Interventions: BDS for guiding preparation and syndicating grant-in-aid soft interventions 

in terms of skill development and training. 

Supply side constraints include inadequate links of BDS providers with the MSE sector and 

limited capabilities of suppliers besides transactional constraints. Additionally, insufficient 

information on capabilities of service providers and the inability of SMEs to pay for them hinder 

their growth.  

Demand for Business Development Services  

An assessment of demand for services has been pursued in the context of specific 
value-chain activities in the cluster. 

 

Some services that can substantially influence performance of cluster units include DPR 

preparation for financial (loan/subsidy) syndication for individual enterprises, Taxation and 

Audit services and availing infrastructure related services.  

With regard to micro-sized units, the typical services in demand include; DPR preparation for 

financial (loan/subsidy) syndication for individual enterprises and Income Tax/GST and Audit 

services and availing infrastructure related services.  

The services in demand by MSEs include: Loan Syndication-Access to Credit (appropriate 

instruments like CGTMSE, CLSS); Marketing related BDS (Ecommerce and digital marketing); 

BDS for access to plots and units in Industrial area and for related compliances; ISO 

Certification (ISO 9000); Conceiving & implementing common facilities (like raw material bank, 

trainings for workers etc). New product development/diversification in view of profit margin 

related challenges, may also be considered. 

Table -18: Status of subsidization in respect of services 

BDS  Who Does  Who Pays  Notes 

Product 
Development 

Lead Firms (OEMs, 
Tier I firms etc.) from 
outside the cluster 

100% users Cost of services is embedded in the 
cost/ price received by suppliers/ 
sub-contractors. 
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BDS  Who Does  Who Pays  Notes 

1. Galvanisation of the 
material 

Market 
Access 
(Domestic)  

EEPC  80% Users  

20% Grant  

In addition to reimbursement of 
participation expenses, as per MDA 
scheme of Ministry of Commerce, 
certain services like promotion, 
coordination, etc. are supplied free 
of cost.  

Raw Material 
Procurement 

NSIC 100% Users  Cost of services is embedded in the 
cost/price paid by MSE units for 
material sourced. 

Access to 
Finance  

CAs/Project 
Consultants  

100% Users  Few involved in subsidy/grant 
syndication/project implementation 

Training on 
subsidiary 
schemes 

DIC  100% 
Provider  

- 

Skill 
Development  

MSME DI / NI-MSME About 100 % 
Grant  

Nominal fee is being charged from 
trainees  

 ITIs/Polytechnics  100 % grant  A nominal fee is being charged from 
trainees  

Infrastructure  SIDCO.  100 % Users  Plots are sold to MSMEs at 
competitive rates. 

 

Apparently, micro - sized firms avail the services of, at best, “operational” BDS providers. These 

are typically for: Audit purpose, Service Tax, Excise related services and occasionally for WC 

or TL syndication from FIs. Small firms avail the services of such “Operational” Service 

Providers related to ESI and also a few for ISO (9000) QMS certification from outside the 

cluster.   

Supply of Credit 

Credit supply to engineering cluster is estimated at about INR. 22 crores, from which INR. 3.5 

crore (20.52 per cent) is term credit while INR. 18.5 crore (79.48%) is for working capital.  

Indian Overseas Bank, the lead bank in the cluster, implements the RBI Lead Bank Scheme. 

The bank disbursed an aggregate of about INR. 387960 to the MSME priority sector. 
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Interactions with various banking bodies show priority sector lending led by  

IOB with 20.26% 
State Bank India 

13.66% 
ICICI  

10.02% 

TMC 

7.04% 

Indian Bank  

5.30% 

Union Bank of India  

3.69% 
Canara Bank 3.12% Bank of India 3.06% 

City Union Bank  

2.38% 

 

Axis Bank 2.33%  

 

The rates of interest levied by non-formal sources are between 36% to 60% while for 

commercial banks and NBFCs, it ranges from 12% - 24%. Also, typical lending practices of 

formal institutions are asset (read collateral) based and collateral requirements are often 150 – 

200 % more. 

Demand for Credit 

The major demand for credit by micro-sized units is for working capital to avoid cost of 

credit purchase and meet manpower payment needs, where engaging man power on daily 

basis. There is also requirement of finance for credit sale by many products like steel parts 

to industries.  

Private Sector Banks are the major sources of Working Capital loans across all sizes 
of enterprises. Also, non-institutional sources are a significant source of Working 
Capital funds for Micro units. Firms inadequately financed by formal sources, in 

addition tap informal sources for business operations. 

 

Working Capital Requirement is 

estimated to be  

INR. 17 crores 

 

Incremental Term Credit 

Requirement is estimated to be 
INR.15 crores 

 

Total Credit Demand is thus 

obtained from above 

 INR. 32 crores 

 

 

Though there is credit demand both for working capital as well as term capital but demand is 

significantly more for term loan capital. This is because the industry is in growth phase with 

firms going for expansion, upgradation and many new firms entering in this space.  
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Table – 1: Credit Gap Analysis 

Credit Supply Credit Demand Total Gap 

INR. 22 Crore INR. 32 crores INR. 10 crores 

Source: Primary Data 
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Value Chain Analysis: 
 

Particulars Transformer Isolators (in INR.) Cost per Unit (In 

INR.) 

Benefit per Unit 

(in INR.) 

Raw Material  INR 1,20,000 INR 120/kg 

(including 

transportation per 

1,000 Kgs of Raw 

Material) 

-- 

Depreciation / 

Wastage (10%) 

100 Kgs (Can only make 900 

Isolators per Tonne) 

  -- 

Labour One Labour can Produce 10 

Isolators per day x 3 Labour = 

30 Isolators per day (it requires 

33 days to utilise 1,000 Kgs of 

Raw Material) 

INR 800 per day per 

labour / 10 Isolators 

= INR 80 per 

Isolators per labour 

-- 

Administrative / 

power charges 

About INR 500/Day INR 500 / 30 

Isolators = INR 17 

per Isolators 

-- 

Sale to Wholesaler 900 Isolators x INR 250/- = 

2,25,000 

-- INR 250 per 

Isolators 

Total Cost per 

Isolators 

INR 217 x 900 Kgs = 1,95,300 INR 217   

Total Profit: INR 2,25,000 – INR 1,95,300 = 

INR 29,700 

 INR 33 (250-217) INR 2,25,000 -  

 

Source:  Field Study 
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Description: 

• Raw material required for Isolator of 1,20,000 Kgs of Raw Material. (Ferus and Non-

Ferus materials) 

• Costs of quality monitoring and control and documentation and administration charges 

also get added.  

Apparently, firms will upon establishing a raw material bank (RMB) will be able to manufacture 

product at reduced cost thus earning better profit and margins for micro units in the cluster   

Constraints faced by cluster firms 

Technological constrains: 

1. At present, sheets are cut into required sizes using gas cutting and welding machines 

and held angle grinders affecting product finish. In addition, sheets ae folded into 

required forms by manual chiselling and hammering. Ideally, capital – intensive CNC 

shearing equipment and CNC press breaks could land quality finish, increase 

productivity and enable standardisation in large – batch fabrication.  

2. Ideally, CNC plasma cutting equipment will enable accurate, burr – less cutting with 

standardisation and low lead-times without need for further processing. 

3. Similarly, horizontal metal cutting band – saws are required for cutting large (thickness) 

sheets etc. 

4. Technological interventions and handholding for introduction of machines and training 

for long steel fabrication.  

5. Apparently, firms will upon establishing a raw material bank (RMB), will be able to 

manufacture product at reduced cost thus earning better profit and margins for micro 

units in the cluster. 

 

Infrastructural & Value Chain Constraints: 

1. Lack of any interventions in the past: Ever since the cluster came into existence, there 

has been no planned intervention for the benefit of the units in the cluster. As a result, 

the cluster does not have any Common Facility Centre such as Machining centre or 

Training Centres. Only the reasonably well-off small enterprises have access to CNC 

machines.  

2. Inadequate technical knowledge of Core Firms: More than 90% of the entrepreneurs, 

when they started their firm’s way back in 1970’s and 90s there are few models the 

entrepreneurs have been unable to cope up with new technologies. As cluster firms are 

only neutral service providers, these companies also do not impart technical knowhow 
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to them. With the exception of few firms who are trained by company’s authorized 

dealers, majority of firms have no clue about these new manufacturing technologies. 

3. Testing Equipment: Necessary equipment may be viewed in terms of a microscope for 

input testing vis-à-vis chemical/mineral composition and a coordinate measuring 

machines. 

Governance Platform (BMO): 

There is only one pro-active association in the region i.e., Paramakudi Electrical Materials 

Manufacturers Association.  There was a membership of 30 entrepreneurs in the association. 

The main activities of the Association were as follows:  

1. The Association had able to convince the banks for mobilizing the loans to 

individual units during the period of Natural Calamities 

2. The Association used to recommend the entrepreneurs to DIC for subsidy under 

PMEGP, PMRY etc. 

For the last 20 years the Association has not been active due to inadequate support from the 

Government Agencies.      

Pressure points and Intervention Plan 

Strengthen dedicated BDS Facilitating & Governance Platform (BMO) in the cluster: Need for 

strengthening existing BMO to fight against common challenges and opportunities together.  

Infrastructure: Largely, units (micro & small) in Paramakudi are operating from Industrial 

estates with a plug and play facility and hence there is no much issue in terms of road, power, 

water, safety etc. In the long turn context, they need also explore BDS and support to establish 

industrial estate/ related infrastructure. There is apparently need for upgrading infrastructure 

perhaps on PPP basis with assistance under the IID scheme of the DIPP. Related BDS may 

have to be initially introduced from outside the cluster. 

Common Facilities: Common Facility Centre which is now in operational has limited product 

range. It was established in 2018 with support from MSME scheme. The machineries used in 

existing CFC are Sheering machine, Conventional Bending machine, Mechanical Power 

Presser etc. Now the cluster units require latest technology Computer Numeric Controlled 

(CNC) machineries like (NC Shearing machine, CNC Bending machine Press break) to handle 

larger volume, high accuracy, faster production and cost reduction. In addition, there is also a 

need for establishing a common facility comprising of training of skilled labour related to workers 

who can handle CNC machine. Such a facility could enable development of manpower, 

increase the productivity and reduce the time of the production cycle. These can establish on 
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the basis of PPPs with assistance under the MSE-CDP scheme of the GoI where assistance 

to the tune of 90 per cent is offered as grant-in-aid.  

Finance and credit: Financial instruments for working capital and term loan financing can 

facilitate access to credit for cluster firms in addition to the institutional credit instruments and 

schemes including the CGTMSE/CLCSS and Guaranteed Emergency Credit Line. There is a 

need to disseminate awareness about the schemes in the cluster too. 

Market Development: (tradeindia, Indiamart, GeM.): Potential to link the cluster to wider 

domestic market through listing of product and services on online portals. 

Raw material and procurement: Micro units are facing lot of issue in terms of fluctuating and 

raw material prices and inconsistent supply affecting their bottom lines and the profit margin.  

Productivity/Quality: Constraints are evident in terms of non-utilisation of BDS services in 

productivity enhancing areas. ERP systems could contribute to better systems and profitability 

as may adoption of lean manufacturing practices that could also reduce lead times.  

Envisaged Benefits of Intervention 

Ideally, an implementing agency may be identified by SIDBI to help implement the envisaged 

interventions with duration being 2.5-3 years. To develop a market for related BDS, the 

envisaged impact of the intervention can be done to introduce new BDS in some strategic 

service areas.  

The intervention will enable at least about 50 MSEs to have access to basic industrial 
infrastructure facilities. It will also enable upgrading manpower skills and 

development of raw manpower, in addition to increasing productivity by about 20%. 
Approximately 50 MSEs may get access to direct market and about 25 MSEs get 

access to Government e-Market place. 

 

The impact on the financial front may be viewed in terms of at least 50 MSMEs securing 

adequate credit and also avoid resorting to informal finance. This could also help increase 

capacity utilisation, reducing cost of capital and increasing profitability. It is also expected that 

procurement costs could be optimised by at least 10 per cent by network-based procurement 

operations.  
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1.1. Context of the assignment 

The Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) has reoriented its focus on Micro, 

Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) by adopting a SIDBI Vision 2.0. A strategic initiative, 

it aims to accelerate efforts to serve the MSME domain and adopting the status of that of an 

All-India Financial Institution. The institution’s core objective is to create an integrated credit 

and development support ecosystem for all Indian MSEs, ensuring inclusive growth. It believes 

in enabling the MSME’s to globally competitive. 

India’s MSME sector, is an engine of economic growth, contributing significantly towards 

industrial production (45%), exports (40%) and employment generation (110 million) – making 

it the second largest source of employment after agriculture. 

Cluster specific MSME development approach results in agglomeration benefits (in terms of 

lower transaction and monitoring costs; identification of common risk elements and their 

mitigation; improved outreach; more efficient resource allocation and design of cluster specific 

products/interventions/engagements). The non-credit needs (access to strategic services 

including, capacity building, skill improvement, marketing, inputs, product development, 

productivity enhancement, design, common facilities, credible information access etc.) have 

been identified from time to time by several working groups including the 11 sub-groups of the 

Ministry of MSME which dealt with both credit and non-credit needs of MSMEs. 

The UK Sinha Committee on MSMEs highlighted the need for a cluster approach to be 

deployed for strategic engagement with the enterprise ecosystem, as the status quo being they 

are inadequately equipped in terms of innovation centres, testing facility, etc. The Committee 

also recommends that these clusters should collaborate with companies having innovation 

infrastructure, R&D institutions and universities that specialise in a specific industry or 

knowledge area. 

1.2. Need for the Mapping Exercise  

The critical issue of availability of adequate credit and ensuring its inclusiveness has been 

addressed by several committees including the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s Task Force for 

MSMEs.  

Non-Credit needs, mainly strategic services such as training, capacity building, skill 

improvement, marketing inputs, product development, productivity enhancement, design, 

common facilities to reduce gaps in terms of related and supporting enterprises and 

institutions/value-addition/joint technology upgrading, physical infrastructure etc have been 

identified by several working groups including the 11 sub-groups of the Ministry of MSME.  

Chapter – 1: Introduction 
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It is in this context that banks must adopt alternate and innovative mode of credit delivery such 

as cluster specific approach to help them reduce costs, documentation along with identification 

of common risk elements and their mitigation as they are recognised groups.  

1.3.  Objective and scope 

This report aims to demonstrate the detailed analysis of Engineering cluster, including 
financial & non-financial gaps and measures to be addressed in terms of bridging 

gaps to achieve the desired situation of strengthened/benchmark clusters 

Details are reflected in the table.  

GT undertook the following tasks for the cluster:  

• Carry out fresh diagnostic studies on gaps in financial & non- financial services, with GT 

having necessary user data/ DSRs already available at different sources/public domain. 

• Sectoral analysis of existing enterprises and potential for new enterprises. Covering 

existing institutional mechanism to improve supply of financial & non-financial related 

services 

• Suggest actionable points considering present scenario/emerging situation along with 

timelines for all the above including role identification for different stakeholders 

− Overview of the cluster- history, vital statistics of the cluster (how many firms, turnover, 

employment etc.). status of previous interventions if any, status of cluster linkages 

(network of the cluster firms and stakeholders), SWOT analysis in brief and vision for 

the cluster (short term for a period of 3 years, and long term over a period of about 10 

years). Based on the previous interventions, a baseline may be drawn.  
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Table – 2: State wise Cluster Details 

S. 
No 

UT/State Cluster Districts Number Pocket 
No 

1 Gujarat Paper Products Anand and 
Ahmedabad 

21 

Pocket 4 
2 Maharashtra Agriculture Implements Jalgaon 22 

Maharashtra Rice Mill  Gadchiroli 23 

3 Karnataka Agri Implements Gadag and 
Dharwad 

24 

4 Andhra 
Pradesh 

Steel Fabrication 
Cluster 

Guntur 25 

Pocket 5 

Andhra 
Pradesh 

General Engineering 
Cluster 

Guntur 26 

Andhra 
Pradesh 

Auto General 
Engineering Cluster, 
Rajahmundry 

East Godavari 27 

Andhra 
Pradesh 

Pharma Cluster, 
Parawada 

Vishakhapatnam 28 

5 Tamil Nadu Engineering Cluster, 
Paramakudi 

Ramamathapuram 29 

Tamil Nadu Surgical Cotton Gauze 
and Bandage Cloth 
Clusters in 
Chathrappatti 

Virudhunagar 30 

 

Special focus 

Business Development Services (BDS): 

“Enterprises need guidance to facilitate scaling up and augmenting income,  
making it imperative to have Business development services (BDS). Conducive policy 
environment, access to financial and non-financial services and expanding markets 
for products and services are some of the key ingredients for improving enterprise 

performance. This study has sought to identify the need and scope for BDS but also 
finds out the services that MSMEs require but do not have access to in the cluster.” 

 

BDS includes training, consultancy and advisory services, marketing assistance, information, 

technology development and transfer, and business linkage promotion. While operational 

services may be needed for day-to-day operations, strategic services are used by the 

enterprises to address medium and long-term issues for improving the performance and wider 
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access to markets. Such services can facilitate identifying new markets, designing better 

products and seek competitive financing.  

One section of the study report exclusively addresses the BDS markets from the demand and 
supply side. 

 

   

Credit Gaps 

The issues related to credit 
has also been mapped in 
terms of BDS and its potential 
impact in the cluster. 

 

Infrastructure 

The study identifies issues in 
industrial infrastructure – like 
estates and parks, IT services 
infrastructure, environmental 
compliance, renewable 
energy related infrastructure, 
technology upgrading/value-
chain gap and gives 
actionable suggestions to 
address them with rough cost 
estimates. 

 

Support (transactional) 
services 

Support service areas which 
are necessary for 
improvement in the cluster 
has also been considered. 

 

 

Synergies with Government Schemes: The report has mapped challenges in the 
existing schemes of the concerned State government and Central government 

including that of the MoMSME. It effectively lists potential areas of co-operation 
between SIDBI and related schemes besides incorporating the learnings from earlier 

interventions in the cluster. 

 

One of the key components of the study is Credit mapping, that highlights the factors hindering 

the availability of adequate and timely institutional credit to MSMEs through formal channels 

and its impact on industrial growth and competitiveness. Additionally, issues entailing policy 

advocacy, its context, rationale and its possible impact are also a part of the report. 

The scope of work basically encompassed: 

• Survey design and resource planning 

• Sample survey in identified clusters 

• Data analysis and presentation 
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A detailed methodology, sample selection criteria, survey questionnaire schedule, planning of 

resources and stakeholders were consulted to achieve the desired project objectives. The 

survey was to facilitate capturing of information for analysis on the following: 

Survey Design and Resource Planning 

The survey was to facilitate capturing of information for analysis on the following: 

• Assessment of BDS gap 

• Assessment of credit gap:  

− Services provided by various FI/NBFCs etc 

− Key Bottlenecks impacting access to finance from various FIs/NBFCs 

• Gauging impact of credit gap in the industrial growth and competitiveness of cluster firms 

The agency suggests the following:  

• Refinement in existing products to facilitate credit needs of cluster firms 

• Specify an action plan for implementation of the recommendations  

Sample Survey  

• More than 50 MSMEs representing the core and supporting enterprise segment have been 

studied deploying a questionnaire schedule. 

• Between 10-20, typical public and private operational and strategic BDS providers have 

also been studied. 

• Major FI/NBFCs have also been studied deploying a discussion format (this includes 

nationalised banks, state financial and industrial investment corporations, SIDBI). 

• 2-3 BMOs/other institutions in the cluster have also be studied deploying a discussion 

format as required. 
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1.4. Approach and Methodology 

Methodology 

The approach and methodology harnessed were in sync with the fundamental objective of 

carrying out fresh diagnostic study to evaluate the financial & non-financial gaps and measures 

to be taken to achieve the desired situation, which can strengthen the ecosystem for MSMEs. 

It entailed a multi-pronged approach involving different stakeholders representing private sector 

enterprises, public and private BDS providers and facilitators including Business Membership 

Organizations (BMOs), the State as well as Central Government institutions. These included 

Industries Department, DIC, Industrial Infrastructure Development Authority, Technical and 

Financial Institutions etc. 

Team GT’s comprehensive efforts made the study include existing enterprises, potential for 

new enterprises to meet gaps for financial & non-financial services and improving these 

services. Actionable points are suggested considering the present scenario/situation with 

timelines for all above including role identification for different stakeholders.  

The methodology and report comprise of a questionnaire schedule to conduct a sample survey 

amongst about 50 MSMEs in the cluster by studying the cluster, its history, vital statistics of the 

cluster (how many firm’s, turnover, employment etc.), status of previous interventions, if any, 

status of cluster linkages (network of the cluster firms and stakeholders).  

Assessment has been done on demand for services, specifically for value-chain activities in the 

cluster focusing on basic cluster infrastructure, Common Facility Centre, marketing 

infrastructure, utilities, compliance infrastructure, cloud/IT services infrastructure and software 

gaps. Possible solutions have been highlighted twinning with ongoing GoI/GoS schemes.  

The GT team has assessed the demand and supply side issues in current credit disbursements 

and conducted a mapping exercise to recognize activities to support MSMEs through specific 

financial products. Primary research has provided insights, which can be used for implementing 

cluster specific financial products. 

Due diligence has been done to study available resources such as the MSME census data, 

information available with respective SLBCs, district level Credit plan, RBI reports and other 

relevant data of industry associations, District Industrial Profiles prepared by the MSME-DI/DIC 

in addition to the primary consultations with different stakeholders.  

Results and deliverables 

While undertaking the assignment, the following approach (in line with deliverables and 

timelines) was adopted: 
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A. Inception Report  

This report explained the proposed methodology for addressing all the critical processes listed 

earlier, including the scope of work and deliverables and methodology and database. The 

inception report also comprised a questionnaire schedule to conduct a sample survey amongst 

about 50 core MSMEs in the cluster including a discussion format to be adopted while 

undertaking primary research, consultation with BDS service providers and facilitators. 

B. Study Report  

This step involved Primary and Secondary research, While Primary Research involved use of 

a questionnaire, it also entailed study of supporting enterprises and private & public BDS 

providers and facilitators. On the other hand, Secondary Research utilised the MSME census 

data, information available with respective DICs and SLBCs, district level Credit plan, related 

research reports data from industry associations, reports of previous interventions carried out 

by other agencies earlier, District Industrial profiles prepared by the MSME-DI/DIC, etc. Macro-

data on credit supply was estimated from the leading bank in the district. Lastly, it accentuates 

ways of synergizing cluster stakeholders, particularly with various schemes operated by the 

Government has also been listed. 

C. De-Briefing event for SIDBI/Cluster Stakeholders 

A de-briefing event was conducted involving 40-50 cluster stakeholders and SIDBI 

representatives where the salient features of the study report was presented as a basic 

validation exercise.  

1.5 International Scenario (Cluster Specific) 

Global Steel Industry 

The global electrical equipment market is expected to grow from INR 87538 billion in 2020 to 

INR 94291 billion in 2021 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.7%. The growth is 

mainly due to the companies rearranging their operations and recovering from the COVID-19 

impact, which had earlier led to restrictive containment measures involving social distancing, 

remote working, and the closure of commercial activities that resulted in operational challenges. 

The market is expected to reach INR 123224 billion in 2025 at a CAGR of 7%. 

Market Size: 

This sector is fragmented, but there are a few members that lay claim to a sizable portion of 

sales. Products include electrical motors, commercial and industrial lighting fixtures, heating, 

ventilation and air conditioning systems and components, and, among others, electrical power 

equipment. Operating structures involve high fixed costs., copper, aluminium and steel are 
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essential raw materials used in the manufacture of products. (Fluctuations in commodities 

prices can have an impact on the group's earnings performance.) The industry spans all corners 

of the world, and it is subject to the influence of the macroeconomic cycle. 

Equipment companies primarily serve the mature markets of North America and Europe, but 

they have found growth venues in the emerging world. Expansive global coverage helps to 

smooth the effects of the broader business cycle. Capable management is required to oversee 

long distribution networks and far-flung operations.  In recent years, companies have 

established more overseas brick-and-mortar facilities, which has allowed them to better serve 

local markets economically and limit the negative impact of foreign currency exchange. 

Emerging nations have provided an impetus for growth and low-cost labour, production and 

land. 

1.6. Indian Scenario (Cluster Specific) 

Indian Electrical Equipment industry contributes 8.1% of the manufacturing sector in terms of 

value and 1.35% of India’s GDP, providing a direct employment to 5 lakh (0.5 million) persons 

and indirect employment to 10 lakh (1 million) people and over 50 lakhs (5 million) across the 

entire value chain. This sector consists of generation, transmission and distribution (T&D) 

equipment. The T&D equipment sector is 85% of the industry whereas generation equipment 

sector is 15%. During FY18, the production of electrical equipment industry has witnessed a 

growth of 9.9% to INR 1,75,000 crore over the previous year. Power distribution and 

transmission equipment like transformers, conductors, meters, cables and switchgears 

registered good growth as the government is enhancing transmission capacity and pushing 

states to improve distribution network. Exports and Imports of Electrical Equipment have been 

growing steadily. At the end of FY18, exports stood at INR 41,792 crore, while Imports has 

reached to INR 55,603 crore. Government in its “Indian Electrical Equipment Industry Mission 

Plan 2012-2022” plans to increase power generation capacity from 200 GW in 2012 to about 

400 GW by 2022 with commensurate T&D capacity enhancement, Indian EE manufacturers 

not only have to meet demand of such huge capacity addition, but also that of metros, airports, 

railways, other infrastructure projects and increase in domestic consumer demand too. 

According to Indian Electrical and Electronics Manufacturers’ Association (IEEMA), 
the production (estimated) of electrical equipment industry has witnessed a growth of 

9.9% to INR 1,75,000 crore (~21.7 bn euros) during 2017-18 over the previous year. 
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Market Size 

Table - 3. World's Top 10 Crude Steel producing countries    

S. 
No. 

Item/Vertical 2013-14 
(INR) 

2014-15 

(INR) 

2015-16 

(INR) 

2016-17 

(INR) 

2017-18* 

(INR) 

1 
Consumer 
Electronics 

66313  66715  98028  138164  183534  

2 
Industrial 
Electronics  

30008  35170  40264 55560   61669 

3 
Electronic 
Components  

28668 35456  40532  46531  52113 

4 
Strategic 
Electronics  

12324  14021 16076 18487  21041 

5 
Computer 
Hardware  

15620  16693  17759  18201 19113 

6 
Light Emitting 
Diodes  

1732 1938 4545 8600 8600 

7 Total 154665  170018  217261 283412  346103 

Investments 

The global electrical equipment market is expected to grow from INR 87538 billion in 

2020 to INR 94291 billion in 2021 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.7%. 

The growth is mainly due to the companies rearranging their operations and 

recovering from the COVID-19 impact, which had earlier led to restrictive 

containment measures involving social distancing, remote working, and the closure 

of commercial activities that resulted in operational challenges. The market is 

expected to reach INR 123224 billion in 2025 at a CAGR of 7%. 
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Some of the major investments in the Indian electrical industry are as follows1: 

 

September 2020 

Larsen & Toubro (L&T) has 

won multiple orders to supply 

mining equipment to coal, 

cement and iron ore sectors.  

March 2019 

FDI in 2019, attracting INR 
3590 billion in inflows, a 16% 
increase from the previous 
year, driving FDI growth in 
South Asia. 

September 2020 

FDI inflows for miscellaneous 

mechanical and engineering 

sectors stood at INR 3,650.78 

million (DPIIT). 

November 2020 

Mahindra Logistics Ltd., a 

supply chain management 

service provider, has 

developed a ‘built-to-suit’ 

warehousing capacity in 

Tamil Nadu. This workspace 

would cater to two key 

customers in the e-commerce 

Dec 2019 

BHEL, state-owned 

engineering firm, set a record 

by successfully developing 

and testing the highest-rated 

auto transformer in India. At 

the National High Power Test 

Laboratory (NHPTL) in 

Madhya Pradesh, BHEL 

 

 

1 www.iea.org - Jan 2021 

 

http://www.iea.org/
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and auto-engineering 

industries. 

 

successfully developed and 

tested the auto transformer. 

 

Ministry of Power India ranked sixth in the list of countries to make significant investment in 

clean energy by allotting US$ 90 billion in between 2010-H22019. 

Government Initiatives to give thrust 

Some of the other recent Government initiatives in this sector are as follows: 

• June 2019: Government launched US$ 5 billion of transmission line tenders in phases to 

reach 175 GW target by 2022. 

• Under Union Budget 2020-21: Government allocated ₹305,984 (US$ 42 billion) for a 

revamped. 

• Policy Support: 100% FDI allowed in the power sector has boosted FDI inflow in the sector. 

• Schemes: Deen Dayal Upadhyay Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY) and Integrated Power 

Development Scheme (IPDS) are expected to augment electrification across the country. 

• Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana – “Saubhagya”: Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli 

Har Ghar Yojana – ‘Saubhagya’ a new scheme was launched by the Hon’ble Prime Minister 

on 25th September 2017. Under Saubhagya free electricity connections to all households 

(both APL and poor families) in rural areas and poor families in urban areas will be provided. 

• Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana (Government programme): Ujjwal DISCOM 

Assurance Yojana is the financial turnaround and revival package for electricity distribution 

companies of India initiated by the Government of India. 

• Higher investments: As per the National Infrastructure Pipeline 2019-25, energy sector 

projects accounted for the highest share (24%) out of the total expected capital expenditure 

of Rs.111 lakh crore (US$ 1.4 trillion).  

• India’s competitive advantages include richest iron and coal ore mines and lower cost of 

production. In addition, it has taken impressive strides in the last few years:  
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1.7. Industry Scenario  

Electricity demand sectors were broadly divided into 6 sectors:  

 

Commercial 

 

Railways 

 

  

Industrial 

 

Domestic 

 

Agriculture 

 

Miscellaneous  

 

 

Fig 1. Sector Wise Electricity Consumption 

 

Source: cea.nic.in   
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2.1. Historical Evolution of the Cluster and Key Turning Points 

Ramnad district has 4 talukas covering comprises 7 taluks, 2362 villages 429 village 

panchayats spread over 4,175 sq.km with 105 MSE units, the Engineering cluster at 

Paramakudi, having a total turnover of about INR. 85 crores (2020-21), provides direct 

employment to about 1675 people and indirect employment to about 200 people. The core 

enterprises concentrated in Paramakudi. 

Electrical accessories manufacturing 

There are a range of related and supporting enterprises and service providers ranging from 

powder coating firms to small tool (die) making. The present equipment in units in terms of 

compact hand welding sets, cutting machines were introduced after the year 2000.  

Maximum concentration of firms is in Paramakudi. The firms have adopted technological 

changes thanks to the several exhibitions and machinery fairs in Delhi, Bangalore and 

Coimbatore to upgrade equipment and technology.  

2.2  Geographical spread of the Cluster 

Fig – 2: Cluster map 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter – 2: Cluster 
Profile 
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2.3 The Cluster Profile 

Benefits of a traditional pool of experienced family-businesses and entrepreneurs in the 

electrical accessories manufacturing and trading segment enable the firms to have access to 

a range of support institutions and service providers within the cluster (District) and also in 

nearby locations like Kerala.  

Some institutions of relevance include: 

• SIDBI, Madurai 

• District Industries Centre (DIC, Ramnad) 

• National Institute for Micro Small and Medium Enterprise (NI-MSME, Chennai). 

  

Financial institutions such as commercial banks involved with operations of cluster firms are:  

• Indian Overseas Bank (Lead Bank)  

• State Bank of India 

• Canara Bank  

• ICICI  

• HDFC 

Cooperatives include State Finance Corporation, Tamilnadu Mercantile Bank, Regional Rural 

Banks etc.  

Principal Markets 

With tie-ups in TNEB, Puducherry EB and KLEB, the main market for the firms is the 
regional domestic market only. 

 

2.3.1. Products manufactured in the cluster 

The main products manufactured/processed at the cluster are: 

• Aluminium Knob, Transformer Bushing Clamps, 

• Bimetallic Clamps, Earthing Rod,  

• LT Open Type Fuse Sets, Blot and Nuts, Eye Blots, 

• “U-Bolt”. RTS/TMT Grills, All Types of Structure of Iron and Steel, All Type of Cross 

Arms LT/HT. 
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2.4 Brief Financial Profile of the Cluster  

Information on number of firms, their size, average turnover and manpower are  

presented below:  

Table - 7: Number and Size of Units; Scale of Investment 

Number of 

MSE firms 

Average 
investment 
per unit 

Important raw 
material and 
related inputs 
sourced from 
within the 
cluster/adjacent 
regions 

Average 
turn-over 
per unit 
(2020-21) 

Average 
Employment per 
unit 

Steel 
Fabrication 
Units: 105 

Micro: 95 units 

Small: 10 units 

 

Micro Units: 
INR.10 
Lakhs/unit 

Small Units: 
INR. 200 
lakhs/unit 

Isolators Rounds, 
Square, Pipes Steel 
rods / sheets either 
from the 
manufacturers and 
traders 

Micro Unit: Rs. 

50 lakh/unit 

Small Unit: Rs. 

10 crores/unit 

 

Micro Unit: 15 
persons/unit (direct) 

Small Unit: 20 
persons/unit (direct) 

Direct 
Employment: 1675 

Direct and Indirect 
Employment: 200 

 
Source: Data compiled from DIC, Ramnad 

 

From the 105 units, 95 are micro-sized and rest 10 are small sized units. While the average 

annual turnover growth was an impressive 10 % each year until FY 2019-20, covid-19 stalled 

the demand. 

Table – 8: Annual Turnover of the Cluster 

Year 
Turnover (in INR. Crore) with Annual 

Growth Rate 

2020-21 85 

2019-20 110 

2018-19 135  

2017-18 127 

2016-17 108 

Source: Primary Data 
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It is noticed from the field study that 

due to covid-2019 effect; the turnover 

of the cluster is estimated 85 crores 

during 2020-21 whereas there was 

negative growth rate of -32% from 

2019-20 to 2020-21. The economic 

loss is calculated by adding the wages 

cost and fixed cost – interest and rent 

expenses – to the NVA of respective 

cluster units.  It is in this regard; the 

Government has provided 6 months 

moratorium for interest repayments. 

Firms have been worst affected in the 

form of cancellations of orders, delays in shipments, shortage of skilled labour.    It is in this 

context, there is a need for credit uptake rather than credit guarantee.  Apart from credit and 

financial incentives, the need of the hour is to help firms, business and economic activity to get 

back on operational mode. 

It is noted that the ease of doing business has gained importance in the last few years owing 

to the impact it has on the overall industrial climate; investments and job creation in the 

economy.  The government has given major thrust to ease of doing business and has worked 

aggressively and hence developed the infrastructure facilities under cluster mode of operation.  

Despite of many advantages, according to the field study, there is still lag behind in the 

improvement of electricity in terms of time, cost; credit availability in terms of collateral security; 

provision and maintenance of infrastructural facilities like drainage, roads, electricity etc.  In 

addition to this, the major affect for ease of doing business is in terms of bribery.  Further, after 

intervention of GST, the Government of India has demolished the VAT subsidy scheme, which 

was given boost to the term loans especially for MSMEs. 18% of GST has been giving more 

burden especially on Micro units and hence majority of the micro units are not able to get the 

business for labour intensive firms. Thus, there is a need for provision of infrastructure facilities 

like roads, drainage facilities and power supply to the enterprises apart from focussing on solid 

waste management-based enterprise development in the cluster area. 

2.5 Manufacturing Process 

Though several products are manufactured/processed at the cluster, this report focuses on 

transformer tower for showcasing one process. Used in transferring electricity. After 

procurement, the process is followed as per Fig 3:  
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Fig 3: Manufacturing Process of Transformer towers 
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          Punching 

 Inspection & Delivery 

Source: Primary Data 
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3.1. Technology in the cluster and indicative benchmarking 

 

Table - 10: Technology Benchmarking 

 

Critical technology and capacity gaps in the 

cluster 

Scope for upgrading through cluster 

development initiatives and common 

facilities 

Shearing Machine (Sheet metal cutting 

machine)  

NC Shearing machine 

Presently, cluster firms’ use a hand operated 

mechanical shearing machine to cut 

according to required size. Accuracy is very 

low, and also time consuming. Also, more 

than 2mm thick MS sheet can't be cut. 

Productivity is low. 

 

Electric hand shearing machine - The 

accuracy of sheet cutting is based on workers 

skill. 

 

Approx. Cost: INR 8 Lakh (Hindustan 

hydraulics Industry, Delhi) 

Manual feeding of sheet is facilitated for 

different sizes of cutting in one sheet. 

Productivity and accuracy are high and also 

finishing is good. There are no limitations on 

thickness of sheets. 

 

Approx. Cost: INR 23 lakh (Hindustan 

hydraulics Industry, Delhi) 

Conventional bending machine (For Sheet 

metal bending) 

CNC Bending machine (Press break) 

Sheet marking is important before bending. In 

traditional equipment, man power is required 

more with an increase in sheet thickness. 

Less productivity, greater lead times and 

manual feeding and human error can damage 

the whole sheet when wrong marking and 

wrong bending is done. Skilled labour is 

required for pipe bending. Products like safety 

lockers cannot be made with such traditional 

equipment. 

 

Approx. Cost: INR 12 lakh (Hindustan 

hydraulics Enterprise Industry, Delhi) 

 

This machine operates on the basis of 

automatic feed, no extra man power is 

required. Quality and accuracy are high in 

jobs. Due to this, productivity is increased. 

There are no limitations on thickness of the 

sheet. It can bend up to 6mm MS Sheet. 

Products like safety lockers, construction 

beams etc can be worked on by cluster 

firms.  

 

 

Approx. Cost: INR 37 lakh (Hindustan 

hydraulics Industry, Delhi). 

Chapter – 3: Cluster 
Analysis 
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Critical technology and capacity gaps in the 

cluster 

Scope for upgrading through cluster 

development initiatives and common 

facilities 

Mechanical Power presses Hydraulic Iron Ore Presser 

For each job, dies need to be changed which 

consumes considerable time.  Whenever a job 

comes with new design, die has to be made 

which even takes 2 to 4 weeks for making it. 

First, it is necessary to cut the job piece (work 

piece), then there is need to mark each and 

every job like round, square for cutting etc. 

Each job is done based on design, then 

reloaded for the next set of design. Different 

machines are required for a variety of design. 

For 6 mm thickness jobs a 160 T press is 

required. But, however, larger bed size 

requiring jobs of maximum 1250x2500 mm (8 x 

4 ft) may not be undertaken as max typical bed 

size is mainly 1000x800 mm. Hence, bed 

panel jobs cannot be undertaken, electrical 

panel distribution boards also cannot be made 

(5 ft x 4 ft dimension) 

For e.g., for manufacturing smaller foldable 

bed panels used in hospitals (size 6 ft x 2 ft. x 

1.2mm), making different kind of holes (250 

punches) takes 150 minutes. Manual feeding is 

done. The accuracy is 70 - 80 percentage and 

components and products have relatively poor 

finish when compared to imported items. 

 

Approx. Cost: INR 5 lakh (Hindustan hydraulics 

Industry, Delhi) 

The action of hydro press is based on what 

in the closed hydraulic system the pressure 

of liquid everywhere and in all directions of 

virtually identical for working of the metals 

and other materials by pressure, for the 

installation works, for testing of assemblies 

and machine 

parts and other works. Outer diameter = 30 

mm, Inner diameter = 10 mm. A blanking 

die produces a flat piece of material by 

cutting the desired shape in single 

operation. 

Approx. Cost: INR 18 lakh (Hindustan 

hydraulics Industry, Delhi) 

 

Tool Room:   

Inadequate capacity in the cluster even for 

basic jobs, lead times for even small jobs 

requiring a couple of days extends to several 

weeks; gaps in terms of facilities for quality die-

making in short lead times.  

Convenient access to tool advances room 

facilities including those related to turning, 

milling grinding, cutting, drilling and related 

tool design software.  Ex: CNC Milling and 

Lathe, Radial Drilling, Surface Grinding etc.  

 

Presence of Quality tool room includes Pipe 

Bending Dies, Truss Joint Plates, Shutter 

Clamp Dies, Sheet and Pipe Cutting Plates 

etc. 

 

Design Facility  

Design prepared on paper using hit and trial 

method due to which there is less accuracy 

Establishment of a common facility 

comprising Designing Workstations and 
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Critical technology and capacity gaps in the 

cluster 

Scope for upgrading through cluster 

development initiatives and common 

facilities 

and eventually they lose substantial orders; 

beside this, there is an additional cost. 

Improved design Software’s.  Ex:  Pre-

Engineering Building structuring Designing 

etc. 

Source:  Field Study 

3.2. Status of Cluster Linkages 

Marketing and market development 
 

A number of challenges confront the cluster firms impacting their profitability and 
growth. To begin with, they need semi-automatic machinery to compete with different 

types of manufacturers across the country. Low profit margins, which have almost 
halved over the years, necessitate a dire need for firms to upgrade, optimise costs, 

improve product quality and expand product market mix.  

 

For galvanising the raw material, unit owners pay an additional INR 15/- per kg of raw material 

due to unavailability of advanced machinery in the cluster. Additionally, only 2-3% margin is 

received from contractors. 

Raw Material and Procurement 

Raw material used ranges from MS sheets, GI tubes, GP (pre galvanised) metal, and a variety 

of iron and steel products including structural (angles, rods and squares), paints etc. SS tubes, 

sheets and rods are also used. 

Finance and Credit 

Term loans are provided with a moratorium of 6-12 months, and with a 5-year repayment 

tenure. While some units have been supported with CGTMSE cover, few have received 

assistance under the Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme (CLCSS). Hence, there is scope 

to enhance links with the CLCSS and CGTMSE schemes to encourage technology upgradation 

and working capital financing. The cluster industry associations have been networking with 

related institutes in upgradation of ecosystem. 

Power and energy 

Typically, units have a connected power load of up to 110 KVA. There is a need of power 

supply/power generating units under common facility centre in the cluster.  
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Manpower and skills 

While 60 per cent of cluster manpower needs are met locally, labourers from Bihar, West 

Bengal, Odisha, Rajasthan will up the rest. Labourers are willing to work on daily wage rather 

than as employee for a single firm because there is a strong demand for the labour and wages 

offered are higher. The migrant workers generally work for more than 8 hours a day and are 

getting INR.800/- per day. It is significant to note that there is a need for long term 

apprenticeship for all the technical graduates especially machine operators like shearing 

machines etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3. Analysis of Business Operations 

Despite many dedicated initiatives by the public and private service providers, the electrical 

accessories firms in the cluster are presently facing a potential scenario of high business and 

operational risks. An elaboration of the constraints is in order: 

• Apparently, the cost of raw material has increased by between 40% in the last one 

year. The labour cost has also increased by 50% i.e., from INR 400 per day to INR 800 

per day for semi-skilled labour in the last one-year period due to covid-19 pandemic 

situations prevailed across the world. This is while product prices have stagnated.  

Therefore, profit earnings of firms have fallen from 20-25 percent to barely 5-10 percent 

today. Basically, profit margins have halved during the last one year. 

• Cluster firms are not able to reap economies of scale on various fronts. About 70% of 

the micro and small sized firms are depending on job-oriented works, where these firms 

are not able to give quality product. 

• Most firms are sole proprietary concerns, and many operate largely in the unorganised 

sector. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has probably given the biggest blow to the world economy 

after the great depression of 1930s. Around 60 per cent of the world population is 

either under severe or partial lockdown without having medical solution to the 

coronavirus and economic activity across countries has either stalled or significantly 

decelerated taking away millions of livelihoods.  According to the RBI (Gupta & Minai, 

2019)1, the impact assessment of COVID-19 pandemic is carried-out on India’s GVA, 

manufacturing sector, international trade and MSME sector. The impact is estimated 

for two broad outlines: first, the situation where there is a quick turnaround after the 

lockdown period and the economy experiences a vertical recovery (V-shaped). 

Second, the economy experiences a U-shaped recovery where the effects of the 

lockdown prolong for a longer period of time till September 2020. 
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A scrutiny of business operations of cluster enterprises by way of business processes as well 

as analysis of business operations in functional areas is presented here.  We have taken an 

example of Isolators. 

3.3.1 Production of Isolators 

High voltage type isolation switches are utilized in substations for permitting isolation of 

equipment like transformers, circuit breakers. The main function of this is to make sure that a 

circuit is totally not triggered in order to perform the preservation. 

3.3.2 Production Process 

Manufacturing of isolators is a process and the cost greatly depends on the efficiency of the 

production methods used. Many types of isolators produced which includes: 

Depending upon system requirement 

Double Break Isolator 

Single Break Isolator 

Pantograph type Isolator 

Depending upon the position in the power 
system 

Bus side isolator 

Line side isolator 

Transfer bus side isolator 

 

Major constraints for isolator production:  

Some main concerns include  

• Marketing and operational risks 

• Lack of access to modern machineries 

• Shortage of skilled labour 

• Manual machinery and less utilization of advanced technological machinery 

• No testing labs available in the cluster for meeting the standards of NEMA and IP Standards 

to exactly know the bearing load of the Isolators 

Surge in raw material costs by 40 % recently and increase in labour cost by 50% in the 
just three years has impacted profit margins to dip to 7-10%, even as product prices 

have stagnated. 
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Table – 11: Cost Benefit Analysis - Production of Base Isolators 
 

Particulars Transformer Isolators (in 

INR.) 

Cost per Unit 

(In INR.) 

Benefit per 

Unit (in INR.) 

Total Man days 

required 

Raw Material  INR 1,20,000 INR 120/kg 

(including 

transportation 

per 1,000 Kgs 

of Raw 

Material) 

-- 15 Days 

Depreciation / 

Wastage (10%) 

100 Kgs (Can only make 

900 Isolators per Tonne) 

  -- -- 

Labour One Labour can Produce 

10 Isolators per day x 3 

Labour = 30 Isolators per 

day (it requires 33 days to 

utilise 1,000 Kgs of Raw 

Material) 

INR 800 per 

day per labour / 

10 Isolators = 

INR 80 per 

Isolators per 

labour 

-- 33 Days 

Administrative / 

power charges 

About INR 500/Day INR 500 / 30 

Isolators = INR 

17 per Isolators 

--  

Sale to 

Wholesaler 

900 Isolators x INR 250/- = 

2,25,000 

-- INR 250 per 

Isolators 

7 to 21 Days 

Total Cost per 

Isolators 

INR 217 x 900 Kgs = 

1,95,300 

INR 217    

Total Profit: INR 2,25,000 – INR 

1,95,300 = INR 29,700 

 INR 33 (250-

217) 

INR 2,25,000 -  70 days 

Source: Field Study 

3.3.3 Major Constraints in the Production of Isolators 

• At present, sheets are cut into required sizes using gas cutting and welding machines 

and held angle grinders affecting product finish. In addition, sheets ae folded into 

required forms by manual chiselling and hammering. Ideally, capital – intensive CNC 

shearing equipment and CNC press breaks could land quality finish, increase 

productivity and enable standardisation in large – batch fabrication.  

• Ideally, CNC plasma cutting equipment will enable accurate, burr – less cutting with 

standardisation and low lead-times without need for further processing. 

• Similarly, horizontal metal cutting band – saws are required for cutting large (thickness) 

sheets etc. 

• Technological interventions and handholding for introduction of machines and training 

for long steel fabrication.  
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• Apparently, firms will upon establishing a raw material bank (RMB), will be able to 

manufacture product at reduced cost thus earning better profit and margins for micro 

units in the cluster.  

Case Illustration 

Case 1 

Company & Contact: Senthil Electronics (Contact No: +91-9443387451: Unit in the 
cluster.  

Investment in plant and machinery: INR. 25 crores 

Employment: 5 persons directly and 2 persons indirectly.  

Area of operation: Eb line manufacturing i.e., manufacturing of electrical transfer cable 

Customers: TNEB and KLEB  

Machinery: Power press, welding machine, Lathe 

Turnover: INR. 25 crores in the last FY 2020-21.  

 

Case 2 

Company and Contact: NM Industries (Contact No: +91-9443126330):  
Unit in the cluster  

Initial investment: INR.12 lakhs 

Area of operation: Electrical accessories manufacturing  

Employment: 5 people  

Main machines: Traditional lathe machine, welding machine, drilling machines  

Customers: TNEB and KLEB  

Turnover: INR 10 crores in FY 2020-21  
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3.4.  Value Chain Analysis: 

 

Source:  Field Study 

 

Constraints faced by cluster firms 

Technological constrains: 

The equipment and technology options may be viewed in terms of terms of primary processing 

of raw material as well as value-added quality component development machines and may be 

studied as under: 

There are a few distinct challenges which the cluster is currently facing. These are enumerated 

below in brief: 

Lack of any interventions in the past: Ever since the cluster came into existence, there has 

been no planned intervention for the benefit of the units in the cluster. As a result, the cluster 

does not have any Common Facility Centre such as Machining centre or Training Centres. Only 

the reasonably well-off small enterprises have access to CNC machines.  

Inadequate technical knowledge of Core Firms: More than 90% of the entrepreneurs, when 

they started their firm’s way back in 1970’s and 90s there are few models the entrepreneurs have 

been unable to cope up with new technologies. As cluster firms are only neutral service providers, 

these companies also do not impart technical knowhow to them. With the exception of few firms 

who are trained by company’s authorized dealers, majority of firms have no clue about these new 

manufacturing technologies. 

Activity Gross value  

Raw Material price = 120 Rs / Isolator INR 1,20,000 / 1000 isolators 

 Selling price to wholesalers INR 225,000 for 
900 isolators 

INR 217 – INR 250 = INR33 per Isolator 

Manufacturing:    

1.   Labour cost = 2400 per day  Labour cost per Isolator = INR 80 

2.   Power Cost = INR 400 per day 
Power Consumption per isolator = INR 13.33 
                          

3. Wastage Cost = 10% on Material cost = INR 
120 per isolator 

Wastage cost = INR 120 * 100 = INR 12000 per sheet 

4.   Administrative Cost = INR 100 per day 
Administrative Cost = INR 100 per isolator = INR 
7000/900 isolator  

  Total Cost of each Isolator = INR 217  

Raw Material = 1 MT x INR 1,20,000 Cost per one Isolator= INR 250 
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Lack of any BDS providers: There are no adequate supporting institutions, testing laboratories 

or training centres which could possibly provide technical know-how or help strategic 

developments of the various units. Due to lack of these, the units are unable to properly expand 

their business or reach out to a wider market. 

A scrutiny of business operations of cluster electrical accessories manufacturing enterprises by 

way of business processes as well as analysis of business operations in functional areas is 

revealing. 
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4.1 Overview of the BDS Market 

The market assessment based on study provides a snapshot and broad contour of the BDS 

market in the cluster. It covers:  

i Assessment of present demand and supply of (briefly, operational) and strategic services  

ii Identification of necessary strategic services (particularly in terms of infrastructure, 

common facilities, marketing services and also linkages with govt. schemes etc.) and basic 

profiling of existing BDS providers and nature of services provided by them  

iii Identifying critical gaps in specific services and range of possible interventions. During the 

course of assessment, focus has been on above mentioned strategic services. 

Understanding the dynamic nature of BDS requirements and needs in a cluster, an incremental 

approach to detailed market assessment has been proposed along with interventions option. 

Further, unavailability of strategic activities high in demand and easy to deliver have also been 

highlighted.  

Lack of awareness among majority of MSE about availing some BDS (QMS), capabilities of 

BDS providers (e.g., domestic marketing) and training & design (drawing) services are issues 

on demand side. Few avail services of CAs in terms of tax, audit and maintaining books of 

account. 

Case Illustration on BDS gaps – Micro enterprises  

 

Case 1 

Senthil Electronics industries has been in operation since 1991. Presently, the enterprise 
has a turnover of about INR. 25 crores, and their investment was INR. 25 lakhs. The 
enterprise is in the manufacturing sector and are making eb line and electricals related 
items. The unit is not availing any BDS services. The unit got their land from SIDCO.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter – 4: Market 
Assessment of BDS 
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The generic problems affecting development of a market oriented BDS are summarised below: 

Table 13: BDS Market Constraints 

Demand Constraints  Supply Constraints Transactional 
Constraints 

• Many of the machineries 

used by the cluster units 

are indigenously 

manufactured.  Most of 

the units use obsolete or 

old technology 

machineries.  Few units 

have recently installed 

some relatively latest 

technology machines 

• MSMEs lack information 

about the 

availability/range of 

overall BDS services 

• MSMEs do not utilise 

much need for strategic 

BDS.  

• Market development 

services are being taken 

by few units as per their 

network demand and 

requirement. 

• Underdeveloped linkage 

between MSMEs and BDS 

providers 

• There is insufficient facility for 

quality testing labs, R&D labs 

for the product development. 

• No facility available for 

export-oriented guidance, it is 

observed that MSMEs need 

the support for export market 

study. 

• Limited capabilities are there 

for training of skilled workers 

for the cluster. 

• Limited infrastructure 

services for units outside the 

industrial zone.   

• Limited availability of proper 

digitization of their products 

on national level. 

• Many MSMEs have 

limited paying capacity 

for many strategic 

BDS.  

• Micro-sized units are 

unable to negotiate to 

better raw material 

pricing and supply. 

• Inadequate information 

on public and private 

service providers and 

on their capabilities. 

 

4.2.  Demand Assessment 

Demand assessment w.r.t important strategic services has been done for the two broad and 

distinct MSME segments, namely the micro and the small segment. The table gives an 

assessment and also level of usage of different services:  

Table 14: Demand for and availing of Services 

Sub-Sector Nature of services being 
availed  

Services in demand 

Fabrication 
materials for 
electrical 
utilities (Micro 
and small 
segment) 

• Loan/financial 

syndication. 

• Infrastructure services 

for units falling outside 

industrial zone.    

• Testing Services and ISO compliances is 

the need for many MSME units. 

• Marketing (domestic largely replacement 

and spares). 

• Machinery used in the plants are obsolete, 

and services and maintenance are difficult. 
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Sub-Sector Nature of services being 
availed  

Services in demand 

• Capacity building 

(training and awareness 

building) programmes. 

• DPR for financial 

(loan/subsidy) 

syndication for individual 

enterprises (some units 

have availed term loan. 

• Physical & industrial Infrastructure related 

plans and projects (like roads, power, and 

other utilities like water, drainage & 

sewage). 

• Conceiving & implementing common 

facilities (like design, room, testing facilities 

for the engineering segment and in 

addition training for the fabrication 

segment). 

4.3.  Govt. or Public BDS Providers 

The cluster has the benefit of presence of some necessary support institutions in Paramakudi 

in Ramnad District. Some of the more important support institutions in the cluster are: 

District Industries Centre (DIC), Ramnad: The DIC serves as the field-level co-ordination and 

implementing arm of the industries department of the State Government. The DICs have been 

closely involved in cluster development initiatives at the district level in many locations across 

the State. Units need to get registered with the DIC if they are to benefit from related incentives 

offered by the state government as well as assistance under schemes such as the PMEGP, 

CGTMSE. The DIC undertakes various awareness programmes for investment promotion at 

the grassroot level such as organising seminars/ workshops. The DIC also organizes 

awareness programs in entrepreneurship and co-ordinates single window clearance initiatives 

in the district. For wide publicity of functions, Motivation Campaigns are conducted periodically 

by the District Industries Centre. 

Financial Institutions: The DIC serves as the field-level co-ordination and implementing arm of 

the industries department of the State Government. The DICs have been closely involved in 

cluster development initiatives at the district level in many locations across the State. Units 

need to get registered with the DIC if they are to benefit from related incentives offered by the 

state government as well as assistance under schemes such as the PMEGP, CGTMSE. The 

DIC undertakes various awareness programmes for investment promotion at the grassroot 

level such as organising seminars/ workshops. The DIC also organizes awareness programs 

in entrepreneurship and co-ordinates single window clearance initiatives in the district. For wide 

publicity of functions, Motivation Campaigns are conducted periodically by the District 

Industries Centre. 

Technical institutions: There are around 15 Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) and about 20 

public and private Engineering and polytechnic collages offering diploma courses at Ramnad 

district which includes Govt. Engineering and Polytechnic collage etc. 
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SIDBI: Established in the year 1990, Small Industries and Development Bank of India-SIDBI, 

facilitate cash flow to MSMEs and fill in their financial and growth gaps. It offers loans and 

monetary assistance to MSMEs, service sectors, and other small-scale industries (SSI) and 

funds for technological up-gradation and modernisation of existing units. It provides various 

loan options as CGTMSE, Guaranteed Emergency credit line (covid specific scheme) through 

regularised banks, SFCs – State Finance Corporations, NBFCs – Non-Banking Financial 

Companies, and other financial institutions. With a view to enlarge its footprint in delivery of 

products and services in MSME eco-system, it has launched an interactive portal Udyamimitra 

[www.udyamimitra.in]) and series of other digital initiatives as sidbistartupmitra.in, 

standupmitra.in etc. These portals, as a virtual market place endeavours to provide 'End to End' 

solutions not only for credit delivery but also for the host of credit-plus services by way of hand 

holding support, application tracking, multiple interfaces with stakeholders (i.e., banks, service 

providers, SC/ST/ Women and other applicants). In order to facilitate technology upgrading, 15 

per cent capital subsidy is routed by this institution under a Credit Linked Capital Subsidy 

Scheme for Technology – Up gradation of Small-Scale Industries (CLCSS). The subsidy ceiling 

is up to INR15 lakh. 

National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC): NSIC is an ISO 9001:2015 certified Government 

of India Enterprise under Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). NSIC has 

been working to promote aid and foster the growth of micro, small and medium enterprises in 

the country. NSIC operates through countrywide network of offices and Technical Centers in 

the Country. In addition, NSIC has set up Training cum Incubation Centre managed by 

professional manpower. The National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) headquartered at 

Okhla and with offices across the country, including Chennai provides assistance in several 

areas for MSME’s. Assistance on tender marketing and Government Purchase Programme as 

well as raw material assistance is of particular relevance to cluster firms. Its composite loan 

schemes, government purchase and related marketing assistance programmes as well as raw 

material assistance schemes are yet to be adequately coupled with many cluster firms. There 

is a scope to avail the BDS provided by this dynamic service provider. NSIC is offering a MSME 

global Mart B2B Web Portal for MSMEs, which provides a one-stop, one-window bouquet of 

aids that provide information on business, technology and finance, and exhibit the core 

competence of Indian MSMEs through digital presence. 

Micro Small and Medium Enterprise Development Institute (MSME-DI): Office of the 

Development Commissioner (MSME), New Delhi, under the Ministry of MSME, monitors the 

implementation of policies and activities of promotion and development of MSME Sector in the 

Country through its network of 28 MSME-Development Institutes in all the States, with active 

involvement of State Directorate of Industries. This Institute provides support/services to the 
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State Government as well as co-ordinates various activities for prospective and existing 

entrepreneurs at the state level for promotion and development of small-scale industries. It 

provides various types of extension services and assistance in setting up of units, promoting 

and developing products and Services for the MSME. It provides support for under National 

Manufacturing Competitiveness Programme (NMCP) for Technology and Quality Up gradation 

Support to MSMEs, Design Clinics scheme for MSMEs, Marketing Assistance and Technology 

Up gradation Scheme for MSMEs, Lean Manufacturing Competitiveness Scheme for MSMEs 

etc targeting at enhancing the entire value chain of the MSME sector. It provides support to 

MSMEs through various schemes as Cluster development scheme for infrastructure 

development through hard and soft interventions, for ZED certification under Zero Effect Zero 

Defect (ZED) Scheme, marketing assistance and technology upgradation scheme for 

participation in international fairs etc. The few important schemes run through MSME-DI are as 

below  

Table – 15: Status of existing BDS providers 

S. No Name  Services  Fee from private sector  

1 DIC Ramnad Finance -Subsidy/ Market 
Access/Single Window start-up  

Nil 

2 MSME-DI, 
Chennai 

Preparation of State and District 
Industrial profiles, Project 
profiles, Skill development & 
EDP programmes, Quality 
Control and upgradation, Export 
promotion, Facilitate 
establishment of CFCs and 
industrial infrastructure, 
Grievances etc. 

Nil 

3 NSIC, 
Chennai 

Marketing for domestic–through 
Consortia and Tender marketing, 
MSME Global Mart B2B portal, 
Technology support, Finance for 
Raw material, Credit facilitation 
and other Support services as 
Buyer –seller meet etc 

Few services are fee based and 
few free. 

4 Polytechnics/I
TIs etc.  

Training of workers, 
entrepreneurs etc 

NIL in Govt ITIs and 
Polytechnics 

5 Government 
E-Market 
place (GeM) 

Facilitate online procurement of 
goods & services required by 
various Government 
departments / organizations / 
PSUs 

Yes 

6 TReDS Facilitate the discounting of 
invoices for MSMEs from 

Yes 
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S. No Name  Services  Fee from private sector  

corporate buyers through 
multiple financiers. 

7 Loansin59min
utes.com 

An online marketplace for credit 
services initiated by SIDBI 

Yes (for Industrial loans) 

 

Energy Efficiency Technologies: 

Most of the MSMEs in the cluster still use conventional technologies and practices that are 

inefficient and also lead to pollution. Energy intensive sector like engineering sector have not 

witnessed innovation in energy efficient technology.  There is no awareness on energy efficient 

technologies, which will reduce their energy cost as well as carbon emissions.  Awareness on 

National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE) and through Bureau of Energy 

Efficiency (BEE), a number of energy efficiency initiatives have been initiated ranging from 

efficient lighting, energy rating, Partial Risk Guarantee Fund for Energy Efficiency (PRGFEE), 

Venture Capital Fund for Energy Efficiency (VCFEE) and Zero Effect, Zero Defect (ZED) is the 

need of the hour to reduce the energy prices and electricity shortages by adopting CNC based 

technologies by the entrepreneurs in the cluster.  Implementing Agency should involve BMOs, 

Public BDS like DIC, TERI, Bankers etc. to create awareness on energy efficiency technologies 

and schemes available for the adoption of the same.   

4.4. Business Membership Organisations (BMOs) 

There is an industry association for Engineering cluster in the district. The Paramakudi 

Electrical Material Manufacturing Association was started in the year 2005 to look after welfare 

activities of electrical material manufacturers and supporting MSMEs in terms of any assistance 

they may require terms of grabbing the government tenders. PEMMA is a registered all India 

organization of Micro and Small Industries in India. Membership fee levied by the organization 

is INR 600 for years with a one-time registration fee of INR 1000. Other benefits accrued by 

being a member of the organization includes like road, electricity, any concerns which industry 

is facing, irregular supply of electricity issues. It offers following support and services to its 

members- 

1 Access to Member Directory – Every member of PEMMA has access to contact details 

of other PEMMA members. A business can utilize this access to increase networking with 

players / vendors / clients in the same industry. 

2 Representation on panel of various Government Boards / Committees – Paramakudi 

Electrical Association is represented in various important Committees/ Boards/ Agencies 

constituted by the Government of India. This representation provides an effective and direct 
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channel for PEMMA members to communicate and participate in key matters presented to 

these panels.     

4.5. Private BDS Providers  

Micro-sized firms’ avail “operational” BDS providers mostly for: Audit purpose, Service Tax, 

Excise related services and occasionally for WC or TL syndication from FIs. 10 per cent of the 

units are utilize the services of web-based marketing portal.  

Operational BDS providers giving audit, tax (GST, IT, Excise Duty) ESI services are paid on an 

average INR. 5,000/-. While 25% of the units have not engaged any BDS provider for GST and 

accounts but private services are availed for annual audits. 30% of the units are not engaged 

with BDS provider.  

Table below gives details of major service providers, nature of important services provided by 

them, fee earned and units availing the services.  

Private BDS Providers 

Table – 17: Private BDS Providers 

(B) Private 
BDS 
providers  

S.N.  

Name/category  Services  Annual fee 
from Private 
Sector  

1. CAs/ ICWAs   Tax, audit, GST, loans /subsidy 
syndication 

Yes 

2. Machine 
Maintenance and 
Repair Service 
provider 

Repair and maintenance 
services 

Yes  

3. deAsra Services pertaining to taxation, 
legal matters, statutory and 
regulatory affairs, surveys, 
market analysis, banking and 
credit linkages and technical 
support applications 

Yes 

4. Invoice Mart trade receivables discounting 
system (TReDS) platform, 
discounts the trade receivables 

Yes 

5. Trade Fair 
Organizers  

Market Access  Yes  
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5.1  Overview  

 

The Engineering accessories manufacturing cluster is having experiencing the rising 
demand of electrical accessories from Tamilnadu and Kerala. The evolving of 

Electricals’ Industry and the rise of cluster is the result of such coming up new 
factories and industries. 

 

A significant number of units under this sector are job oriented rather than manufacturing 

oriented. Majority of firms are in the micro and small categories and are being managed by 

promoter entrepreneurs.  

Table - 19: Different products manufactured in the Paramakudi cluster 
 

Different products manufactured in the Paramakudi cluster 

Engineering cluster EB line manufacturing 

Electrical Accessories manufacturing 

 
Source: Field Study and compilation of data collected from DIC, Ramnad  
 

Twinning credit with on-going and envisaged Policy and schemes: Scope  

5.1.1 Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) 

Implemented by Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) at national level, this scheme 

is implemented through State KVIC Directorates, State Khadi and Village Industries Boards 

(KVIBs) and DICs in states.  

5.1.2 Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for Micro & Small Enterprises (CGT SME) 

MSME and SIDBI jointly established a Trust named Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and 

Small Enterprises (CGTMSE), the corpus of which is contributed by Govt. of India and SIDBI. 

5.1.3. Interest Subsidy Eligibility Certificate 

5.1.4. Technology Upgradation and Quality Certification 

A Scheme for promoting Innovation, Rural Industry & Entrepreneurship (ASPIRE) 

5.1.5. National Manufacturing Competitiveness Programme (NMCP) 

• Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for Technology Upgradation (CLCSS) 

• Marketing Support to MSMEs 

Chapter – 5: Cluster 
Financial Gap Analysis 
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• Lean Manufacturing Competitiveness 

• Design Clinic for Design Expertise 

• Technology and Quality Upgradation Support 

• Entrepreneurial and Managerial Development of SMEs through Incubators 

• Building Awareness on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 

The exhibit below summarizes the cluster profile: 

Table - 20: Cluster Information 

Unit Profile 

Unit Type Number of Units 

MSME Engineering cluster Units 105 

Micro Sized Units 95 

Total (Turnover) INR.125 crore (including ten small units) 

Source: Compiled from Data provided by DIC, Ramnad 

Market Linkages: 

The micro units in general do not have access to adequate credit facilities and hence purchase 

raw material mostly on cash basis but the small units get credit cycle of 30-45 days which 

sometimes extend up to 30 - 60 days. Therefore, the credit linkages for raw material and sale 

receivables are generally not available to micro units while are relatively available to small in 

the cluster. Hence many of micro manufacturers do not have access to adequate credit facilities 

for working capital and for setting up /upgradation of units.  

Technology: 

Being the new age industry, which has developed in last few years, almost all the units including 

micro and small use semi-automated machines to manufacture electrical accessories and 

hence there is requirement of term credit during the time of upgradation/expansion or when a 

unit goes for new machinery purchase or for replacement.  

Social, Environment and OSH Aspects: 

Further, the cluster units are facing difficulty in maintaining quality management standards of 

the product due to in-access to the advanced technology and quality certification on the one 

hand.  On the other hand, the cluster is facing shortage of skilled man power and machinery 

operators for advanced technology.  Adoption of new technology through establishment of 

common facility center, the cluster firms can able to utilize the raw material effectively and 

efficiently. Establishment of design center, tool room and lab testing facility can improvise the 

product quality.  Cost reduction and waste management will have the positive impact on 

environmental aspects.  Keep on providing upgrading skills will have the positive impact on 
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social capital of the cluster.  In addition to this, by improving social capital there is also scope 

for maintaining occupational health and safety management system (OHSAS) quality standards 

in effective manner.  

Common Facilities:  

There is an upgradation of a common facility centre comprising training (in machine operations 

and maintenance) facilities, primary processing of raw material, value added quality component 

development, heat treatment and testing provision.  Such a facility could enable development 

of manpower, increase productivity and reduce lead times for related firms in the cluster and 

help them move up the value chain. Both the facilities indicated alone may also be possibly 

established on the basis of PPPs with assistance under the MSE-CDP scheme of the GoI where 

assistance to the tune of 90 per cent is offered as grant-in-aid. Cluster firms are apparently 

keen to evolve SPVs at the earliest to implement such projects on PPP mode. Related BDSP 

may have to be introduced from outside the cluster. 

Product Diversification: 

Such a common facility will not supplement but complement activities of firms in the cluster and 

there is no similar facility available in the district for use by cluster micro-enterprises.  Cluster 

enterprises will be able to enhance their product-market mix and graduate into catering to more 

premium segments.  Procurement of raw material and consumables, fabrication of conventional 

steel products, fabrication of value-added products; outsourcing basic die-making to micro and 

small sized tool rooms in the cluster.  CNC shearing, plasma cutting to produce quality sheets 

for some jobs; use of heat treatment facility for making some jobs/parts more appropriately 

hardened for further fabrication and testing lab facility.  The proposed facilities will be utilized 

by SPV members and will also be open for use by other existing and potential units in the 

cluster, including those who do not have adequate resources to contribute to necessary equity 

capital.   

5.2. Supply of Credit to MSEs  

Estimate of Outstanding Credit to MSMEs:  

The credit supply to the Engineering cluster unit enterprises is estimated to be INR. 22 
crores out of which INR. 7 crore (31.82 per cent) is term credit and INR. 15 crore 
(68.18%) is working capital supply. This is based on consultation with lending 

institutions in the cluster. 
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Enterprise turnover is one of the important criteria for loan appraisal process and it 
can be safely assumed that credit supply to the cluster is correlated to the turnover 

generated. Thus, Grant Thornton proposes to use the “Cluster Turnover proportion to 
Industry State Turnover” method to arrive at cluster level credit supply. 

 

According to information obtained from Indian Overseas Bank, the lead bank in the cluster, an 

aggregate of about INR. INR 19149.43 crores were disbursed to MSME priority sector. The 

following is the composition of MSE and non-MSE Advances in Ramnad as of March 2021 of 

the banks:  
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Table – 21: Lending Activities of all Commercial Banks 

S No Name of the Bank Priority Sector 

Public Sector Banks  

1 STATE BANK OF INDIA (G) 4928119 

2 INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 4765315 

3 INDIAN BANK 2064480 

4 UNION BANK OF INDIA 1250072 

5 CANARA BANK 1211502 

6 BANK OF BARODA 493092 

7 CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA 463245 

8 IDBI BANK 240260 

9 PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK 240072 

10 CORPORATION BANK 238436 

11 UCO BANK 235228 

12 SYNDICATE BANK 233947 

13 VIJAYA BANK 225945 

Total 1,75,21,686 

Private Banks  

1 ICICI BANK 3466886 

2 TAMILNAD MERCANTILE BANK 2310899 

3 AXIS BANK 771559 

4 KARUR VYSYA BANK 529195 

5 HDFC BANK 515716 

6 DHANALAKSHMI BANK 256297 

7 LAKSHMIVILAS BANK 255242 

8 SOUTH INDIAN BANK 254785 

Total 91,30,052 

RRBs  

 PANDYAN GRAMA BANK 4499290 

Cooperatives  

 Cooperatives 3551993 

 TOTAL 3,47,03,021 

 
Source: “District Credit Plan 2020-21”, Performance in District Credit Plan – 2020-21 
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Composition of MSE Priority Sector and non-MSE Large Industries Advances 

 

The lead players in MSME sector lending activity are the Indian Overseas followed by 
 SBI among public sector banks and ICICI, TMC are top two amongst private sector 

banks. Apart from these, about 127.96 crore has been lending from the Co-operative 
Bank to MSMEs in the cluster. 

 

Table – 22: Bank wise distribution of credit for the year 2020-21 

 

 

S No 

 

Name of the Bank 

Total Disbursements from  
01-04-2020 to 31-03-2021 

Priority Sector Percentage to the 
total 

Public Sector Banks   

1 INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 387960 20.26 

2 STATE BANK OF INDIA (G) 261563 13.66 

3 INDIAN BANK 101576 5.30 

4 UNION BANK OF INDIA 70658 3.69 

5 CANARA BANK 59714 3.12 

6 BANK OF INDIA 58566 3.06 

7 BANK OF BARODA 30349 1.58 

8 CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA 29117 1.52 

9 PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK 14865 0.78 

10 UCO BANK 14555 0.76 

11 IDBI BANK 14245 0.74 

12 VIJAYA BANK 14091 0.74 

13 CORPORATION BANK 13936 0.73 

14 SYNDICATE BANK 13935 0.73 

15 ICICI BANK 193867 10.12 

16 TAMILNAD MERCANTILE BANK 134849 7.04 

17 CITY UNION BANK 45566 2.38 

18 AXIS BANK 44559 2.33 

19 HDFC BANK 30329 1.58 

20 KARUR VYSYA BANK 29529 1.54 

21 SOUTH INDIAN BANK 15300 0.80 

22 LAKSHMIVILAS BANK 14292 0.75 
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23 DHANALAKSHMI BANK 13788 0.72 

RRBs    

25 PANDYAN GRAMA BANK 179774 9.39 

Cooperatives   

26 CO-OPERATIVE BANKS 127960 6.68 

 TOTAL 1914943 100.00% 

 

Source: “District Credit Plan 2020-21 Performance”, in district credit Plan 2020-21 

 

Among the PSBs, Indian Overseas Bank has the leading share in priority sector lending in 

Ramnad district followed by SBI. Among Private Banks, ICICI Bank leads the pack followed by 

TMC Bank  

Performance of Banks  

Table - 23: MSME Lending of Major Bank categories in Ramnad district 

 

S No 

 

Name of the Bank 

Total Disbursements from 01-04-2020 to  

31-03-2021 

Priority Sector Percentage to the total 

Public Sector Banks 10,85,130  (56.67) 

Private Sector Banks 522079 (27.26) 

Other Institutions 307734  (16.07) 

Total 325318.89 100.00% 

 

Source: Compiled data from LDM, Ramnad – 2020-21 

 

The aggregate disbursements of the Indian Overseas Bank account for around 20.26% 
of the total SME credit disbursements in the district. It is observed from the field study 
that public sector banks were perceived longer duration to process the loans for both 
working capital and term capital than private sector banks. Private sector banks were 

perceived lesser duration ranging 2 to 4 weeks for processing term loans than 
working capital loans, which are taking 4 to 6  

weeks’ time for processing the same. 

  

5.3. Demand for Credit by MSEs  

 

Estimate of Credit Demand by MSEs in the Cluster  

There are two methods followed to arrive at total credit demand at cluster level, as mentioned 
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in the methodology section. The methods involved are:  

a. Working Capital Demand -Turnover Based Approach (Basis – Nayak Committee Guidelines)  

b. Term Capital Demand (Basis – Growth in Fixed Capital)  

Below are the highlights of the credit demand estimates in the cluster:  

• Total no of Micro and Small units in the cluster is (Micro Units – 95;  
Small Units – 10 Units;) 

• Overall turnover of cluster: INR.85 crore during 2020-21 from the survey at cluster level  

• Turnover is estimated to decline with negative growth rate of -32% from INR 125 crore to 
INR.85 crore between the years 2019-20 to 2020-21  

• Working Capital Requirement (Basis-Nayak Committee Guidelines+ 10% to meet 
ballooning requirements, credit sale etc.) is estimated to be INR. 18.8 crore (Reference 
year +1).  

• Incremental Term Credit Requirement is estimated to be INR.15 crore  

• Total Credit Demand is thus INR.34 crore. 

 

The following exhibit presents the equity contribution indicated by a sample of 50 enterprises.  

Table - 25: Equity contribution required by FIs 

Promoter contribution for Loan Disbursements Across Financial Institutions in 
Engineering cluster 

Equity Requirement 

Enterprise Typology 

 

 

10% or less 11-25% >25% 

Micro Enterprise - 18% 82% 

Small Enterprise - 26% 74% 

 

Source: Primary Data 

 

This demonstrates that for micro and small enterprises, demand for higher margin 
contribution is from the bankers’ side due to non-availability of adequate  
collateral. MSEs have longer-term contracts with buyers enabling them  

to obtain loans at lower margins. 

  
Collateral and typical asset-based lending practice with high demand of 150%-200% of loan 

value leads micro-organizations to borrow from family and friends. Speedy process and lesser 

number of documents also make MSE products manufacturer’s reach out to informal sources.  
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BMOs are mostly unaware of various financial products such as bills discounting and do not 

use such products. The following exhibit show the composition of credit among the 50 

respondents interviewed in the survey. 90 per cent of the units are micro and 9 per cent of the 

units are small sized enterprise units and one medium sized enterprise in the cluster. The major 

demand by micro-sized units is for working capital to avoid cost of credit purchase and meet 

manpower payment needs.  

Table - 26: Credit Mix 

Credit Mix 

Nature of Credit 
requirement  

Enterprise Typology 
Working Capital Loan Term Loan 

Micro Enterprise 76% 24% 

Small Enterprise 79% 21% 

 

Source: Primary Data 

 

The following exhibit shows composition of working capital and terms loans for the sample 

respondents by sources of finance, separately for both Micro and Small enterprises.  

Table – 27: Sources of Finance 

Sources of Finance (in %) 

Financial Instrument Micro Sized 
Units 

Small Sized 
Units 

Lenders - - 

Public Sector Banks WC 25% 25% 

TL 25% 30% 

Private Indian/ 

Foreign Banks 

WC 41% 45% 

TL 45% 45% 

Non-Institutional Sources WC 25% 20% 

TL 15% 10% 

Other Institutional Sources WC 9% 10% 

TL 15% 15% 

Source: Primary Data 

 

The exhibit following indicates the potential needs of sample enterprises in terms of working 

capital and term loan in the short run.  
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Table - 28: Financial needs 

Credit Mix 

Nature of Credit requirement  

Enterprise Typology 

Working Capital 
Loan 

Term Loan 

Micro Enterprise 76% 24% 

Small Enterprise 79% 21% 

 

Source: Primary Data 

 

Working capital loans for Micro sized engineering units: Range of INR.30 to 45 lakh per 

enterprise.  

Working capital for engineering units: INR.45-60 lakh per enterprise  

There is significant scope for development of new financial products in the cluster. 
Requirement for an instrument that could meet ballooning credit requirements by 

virtue of supply side constraints during monsoon period (June-March) can be 
immensely useful for SMEs to stock inputs, continue processing and value addition 

over the monsoons, optimising capacity utilisation. 

 

Credit Gap in the MSE Segment  

For the current study, Grant Thornton India considered the credit supply data of scheduled 

commercial banks that form the major source of credit supply. The table below contains the 

estimated Credit Gap in the cluster on the basis of two methods.  

Table -29: Credit Gap in the MSE Segment 

Scenarios Credit Supply Credit Demand Total Gap 

Scenario 1 (10% 
growth in turnover) 

INR 22 crore INR 32 crore 
(TL- INR 17 Cr, WC- INR 15 Cr) 

INR 10 crore 

Scenario 2 (20% 
growth in turnover) 

INR 22 crore INR 33.50 crore 
(TL- INR 17 Cr, WC- INR 16.5 Cr) 

INR 11.50 crore 

 

 

Credit Supply Credit Demand Total Gap 

INR. 22 Crore INR. 32 crore INR. 10 crore 

 

Source: Primary Data 
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Methodology to arrive at the Credit Gap: (Illustration of scenario 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary of Credit Gap Assessment  

Paramakudi is a cluster of Engineering, which is having job workers, manufacturers 
and these firms cater to global industries like TNEB and KLEB etc. Credit facility is 
limited to the product manufacturing. Micro firms do suffer from lack of access to 

institutional finance and new technology know-how. There is an urgent need to 
address financial gaps to support the growth of Engineering cluster, the most 

important such cluster in the country. 

 

 

Specific Credit Demand from Sample Firms 

A slab wise segregation of surveyed MSMEs by turnover is presenter below:  

Table - 30: Slab-wise segregation of surveyed MSEs 

Slab-wise segregation of surveyed MSEs  

Turnover (2020-21) 

Investment in plant and 
machinery 

Up-to  

INR.25 
lakh 

INR.25-100 
lakh 

INR.100-500 
lakh 

>INR.500 
lakh 

Cluster Turnover 
FY21 – INR 85 

Crore

With expected 
CAGR @10% -
Cluster turnover 
FY22 – INR 93.5 

Crore

WC Requirement 
basis Nayak 
Committee 

guidelines – INR 
17 Crore

Incremental TL 
Requirement –
INR 15 Crore

Total Credit 
Demand – 34 

Crore

20% of the (current year cluster 

turnover + 10% of the current year 

cluster turnover) 

Growth in Fixed Capital, as per the 

primary data 
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Up-to INR.25 lakh 14%  - - 

INR.25 lakh-100 lakh - 79% 7%- - 

INR.100 lakh–300 lakh - - - - 

INR.300 lakh–500 lakh - - - - 

INR.500 lakh–INR.1000 
lakh 

- - - - 

Above INR.1000 lakh - - - - 

 

Source: Primary Data 

 

The credit demand estimates for financial products by sample firms are presented below: 

Table - 31: Credit demand for Financial Products by Sample firms 

Credit demand for Financial Products by Sample firms 

Credit demand Up to 
INR.15 
lakh 

INR.15-50 
lakh 

INR.50-200 
lakh 

>INR. 200 
lakh 

Enterprise 
Typology  

Instruments  

Micro-sized 
enterprise 

WC 100% - - - 

TC 50% 50% - - 

Small sized 
enterprise 

WC - 70% 30% - 

TC - - 100% - 

TC - - -  

Source: Primary Data 

The preferred rate of interest and the maximum rate of interest are willing to pay in between 

6% to 9% with a repayment period of five years. Units would prefer seasonal and ballooning 

repayment/cheque options. The following tabulation elaborates. 

 

Table - 32: Credit demand for Financial Products by Sample firms 

Credit demand for Financial Products by Sample firms 

Instrument 
WC TC 

 Product parameters 

Preferred interest rate for new loan (%)  9-12% 6-9% 

Maximum Interest rate 9-12% 9-12% 

Ideal period of sanction of loan  

(After submission of all documents) 
1 month 1 month 
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Source: Primary Data 

 

Assistance by way of credit is expected to enable many sample firms even double turnover and 

PAT growth rates. There are no many large enterprises in the cluster in either the manufacturing 

or services sector. An initiative towards synergising cluster firms with often stakeholders and 

government schemes and institutions have been undertaken. A BDS market development 

project may be initiated by the services of an implementing agency. In addition, the 

action/intervention plan indicated presented in this study report could also contribute towards 

evolution of instrument and catalyse necessary twinning.  Apart from this, many enterprise units 

are expecting OD type of loan facility rather than other issues related to finance. 

Factors leading to stressed assets: 

 The following are the factors leading to stressed assets in the cluster  

1. Loan to Deposit Ratio:  Present Loan to deposit ratio in the cluster is more than 1:1.5 

and hence, the micro enterprises could not able to get the loans.   

2. Capital appropriateness – It is significant to note that bankers are not providing 

sufficient loans to the enterprises and hence the entrepreneur is further depending on 

local lender thereby going in debt trap.    

3. Poor credit risk evaluation:  There is no method for credit risk other than collateral. 

Hence, majority of micro units are not getting loans from the banks.  

4. Concentration on collateral-based lending: Bankers are not looking for alternative 

methods for collateral in providing loans to the MSME units.   

5. Poor loan monitoring and follow-up:  Due to inadequate staff in the banks there is lack 

of follow-up and hence most of the loans are falling under non-performance assets.    

6. Poor banker’s ability in commencing with lending matters:  Lending performance is 

depending on individual banker’s ability and his pro-activeness towards the provision 

of loan.   

Collateral available 40 % (with 
collateral) 

60% (with 
collateral) 

Repayment Period - 7 years 

Minimum promoters’ contribution for loan 10-15% 10-15% 

Seasonal ballooning repayment schedule Yes-100% (for units 
supplying to 
agribusiness) 

Yes-100% 

Others - - 
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7. Undiversified loan products: Lack of knowledge on effective utilisation of local 

resources, lack of knowledge on advanced technology, lack of skilled man power, lack 

of relationship between associations and bankers etc. are the main causes for the 

undiversified loan products.     

8. Short loan life: Less number of instalments for the repayment of loan is reducing the 

purchase capacity of the entrepreneur and hence he is not able to grow in the business.  

9. Lack of credit advisory practices:  Advisory services can be extended through CFC by 

providing trainings to the entrepreneurs on maintenance of proper records, Awareness 

on DPRs, Training on management skills.    

5.4. Key Bottlenecks for access to finance from Banks / NBFCs/FIs 

Requirement of Capital to bridge Credit gap 

The micro units do suffer from a significant credit gap. There is a large presence of micro and 

small steel fabrication manufacturing units and they have working capital demand to fulfil wage 

payment, avoid high cost of credit purchase (of even 5-10 percent per month), and to offer 

output on credit. The typical capital requirements are as follows:  

• Purchase of raw materials 

• Wage payments 

• Credit sale 

• Technology up-gradation/Expansion of capacity – equipment. 

 

The cluster is one of the most important clusters in terms of output and importance. It caters 

largely to the General Engineering, which covers construction, automobile, household and 

agro-processing industry related sectors and is relatively well served cluster in terms of credit. 

There is no problem in the marketing of their end products, though there is lack of exporters in 

the cluster.  These units have well established linkages with the local industries, Government 

Departments etc., and there is relative discipline amongst product manufacturers in terms of 

their delivery and credit payments. There is reasonable awareness of financial services 

available to them.  

Low awareness of Government Schemes 

The current scheme that can be availed by units for setting up of the Common facility center 

(e.g. setting up of Raw material bank, skill training, etc.) e.g. MSE-CDP in the larger term 

perspective. In the context, of the above-mentioned scheme there is provision for assistance in 

terms of basic cash credit limits up to INR 20 crore (maximum) worth of capital investment in 
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common facilities established through a mix of grant-in-aid and SPV equity contribution. But 

there is no knowledge of such schemes among the cluster firms. 

Low awareness on Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme (CLCSS)  

Aimed at technology up gradation of the small-scale enterprises, the Government (Ministry of 

MSME) has been operating a Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme since the year 2000. The 

scheme aims at facilitating technology up gradation for improvement in productivity of the MSE 

units, by providing them 15 per cent upfront subsidy. Awareness of this scheme is low and 

benefits of this scheme have not reached units. The manufacturer and exporters need to be 

made more aware of the scheme, which can spur growth of units. The cluster BMOs (industry 

associations) is also not pro-active which may have been used as a vehicle for dissemination 

of the scheme.   

Low awareness of Credit Guarantee Trust Scheme for Micro & Small Enterprises 

(CGTMSE)  

The Credit Guarantee Fund Trust Scheme for small industries was introduced by the 

Government in May 2000 with the objective of making available credit to small-scale industrial 

units, and micro units for loans up to INR2 crore without collateral/ third party guarantees.  

Awareness of this scheme is comparatively low and benefits of this scheme has not reached 

to the majority of units. With presence of many micro units there has been a credit gap in the 

cluster and if micro firms know and avail of the scheme, then a credit gap can be taken care of. 

DIC along with SIDBI and lead bank (SBI and BoB), need to promote this scheme across the 

cluster. The products that are made widely available in the cluster by formal financial institutions 

include sale credit and general working/term capital loan. Bills discounting credit instrument of 

60-90 days need to be more aggressively promoted. It is also recommended that post-dated 

cheques be used to make bills discounting product more effective. 

  

5.5. Description of Some Products and Delivery Mechanisms 

Credit Guarantee Trust Scheme for Micro & Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) 

There is need to facilitate enhanced delivery of CGTMSE instruments in the cluster. The Credit 

Guarantee Fund Trust Scheme (term loan and working capital loan both) for small industries 

was introduced by the government (Ministry of Small-Scale Industries) in May 2000 with the 

objective of making available credit to small scale industrial units, particularly micro units (with 

investment in plant and machinery up to INR 1 crore) for loans up to INR2 crore without 

collateral/third party guarantees. The scheme is being operated through the Credit Guarantee 
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Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) set up jointly by the Government of 

India and the Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI). 

MSEs are open to avail this scheme despite higher borrowing cost (one-time charge of 1.5% 

of the borrowed amount and yearly charge of 0.75%). However, apparently banks are reluctant 

to lend under this scheme as MSEs are operating in intermittent manner and repayment risk 

becomes high due to inexperience in handling such products earlier. 

Working Capital Term Loan 

Working capital term loans (WCTL) are intended to cover the core (permanent) part of the 

working capital. Cash credits and overdraft facilities are generally understood to assist 

enterprises through transitory (fluctuating) part of working capital requirements specially during 

ballooning requirements. While larger enterprises are offered WCTLs, sometimes even carved 

out of their WC limits, MSMEs do not enjoy the same luxury. It is generally believed that MSMEs 

possess lower control over their working capital and therefore lack the expertise in managing 

loan funds intended for meeting working capital requirements. 

Business is often subject to seasonal peaks like during festive and marriage times. Based on 

the orders placed some unit estimate the demand of raw material in bulk so as to get completive 

prices for the same and also to avoid fluctuating prices of the raw material in the market. While 

the orders are booked, payments are only realized after the goods are produced and sold. 

There may be no payment advances. The buyers of these products deposit only 10-20% of the 

total value. Often, enterprises have to extend credit of more than 45 days to their clients, which 

ties up the working capital finance. The credit limit set by the banks in the cluster is often not 

sufficient for the units to cover their working capital expenses. Such shortages of credit in the 

Anand and Ahmedabad cluster could be provided through WCTL accounts. Although this 

arrangement is presently applicable to borrowers having higher working capital requirements 

of INR 1 crore or above, but this service can be extended to micro and small enterprises with 

needs less than INR 1 crore as well, benefiting many units. 

Purchase Network Financing 

Purchase networks may focus on: (a) securing quantity discounts, (b) sourcing inputs from 

appropriate locations, and/or focus on (c) stocking inputs so as to avoid adverse impacts of 

seasonal price fluctuations. They may also focus on (d) avoiding cost of credit purchase. 

Financing by new –age Fintech based Firms 

New Age Fintech (Financial Technology) based companies use technology to offer financial 

services including business loans to small and micro enterprises.  These are new-age start-

ups, which operate flexible and fast when it comes to implement new services based on 
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changing demands. Many of them, now more than 250+ funds small business loans and is 

powered by transactional data to help make incredibly quick lending decisions. E.g., Aye 

Finance, Lending kart.com, Money Tap, Capital Float, kredx.com, NeoGrowth etc. 
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This section presents a Strengths-Weakness-Opportunities and Threat’s (SWOT) analysis of 

the cluster, reinforcing the need for specific interventions. Appropriate interventions can help 

the cluster tap its latent potential towards enhancing competitiveness to the benefit of MSME 

cluster enterprises, manpower and customer and consumer segments. It also presents both a 

3 year and 10-year vision. 

6.1 Strengths 

Product Diversity 

• Mild Steel, Stainless Steel, Aluminum and Copper and GI pipes. The cluster units use 

these materials in the form of flats, channels, angles, rounds, square rods, pipes, ropes 

and sheet from large firms like JSW.  

Suitable to Local Conditions 

Located in the vicinity of capital city Ramnad Paramakudi Engineering cluster units 
present an incredible growth opportunity. Additionally, long coastline of Tamilnadu 
state, suitable for electrical industries and connectivity to major National Highways 

will further provide a boost to the district.  

 

The district, hub of fisheries and tourism. The seaside town of Rameswaram, in Tamil Nadu, is 

noteworthy for being the place in India that's closest to neighbouring Sri Lanka. It sits on 

Pamban Island in the Gulf of Munnar, just off the Indian mainland at the tip of the Indian 

Peninsula. Rameswaram is also a popular pilgrimage destination.  

Demand & Good Market Connect 

Cluster firms have been experiencing rising demand, though at less than 
proportionate rise in market prices vis-à-vis input costs, particularly for M.S. and GI 

based products. Firms have good linkages with established marketing channels 
particularly with regard to TNEB and KLEB etc., Government Departments and 

customer firms in the regional and state level markets.  

 

Access to Inputs 

The cluster firms enjoy convenient access to important raw material such as MS sheets/coils, 

GI coils/sheets etc. from large firms like JSW Steel etc. There is a strong network of 

wholesalers/traders and dealers as well as retailers from locations like Hyderabad and Gujarat.  

 

Chapter – 6: SWOT and 
Vision 
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Technology 

Both conventional and semi-advanced technology know-how is sourced by majority of the 

MSMEs.  

6.2 Weaknesses 

Dependence on Processed Raw Material  

Cluster firms depend significantly on raw material traders, making them vulnerable to 
fluctuations in prices, impacting margins. With majority of them getting processed raw 

material like galvanised sheets/coils, cost of production increases.  

 

Skill upgradation  

Institutions like local government, ITIs and polytechnics have been churning out a skilled cadre 

of labour force, but they don’t possess skill sets for today’s industrial scenario leading to 

shortage of skilled manpower.  

Linkage with FIs  

Majority of the firms in the cluster have accounts in NBFCs and unable to get large capital due 

to high interest rates and most units are also unaware of govt. schemes related to credit 

linkages.  

Technology and productivity 

Lack of technology, resources and acumen deters micro size units from manufacturing high 

duty product. Further, there are gaps in terms of QMS/IT related systems in MSME including 

ERP etc. 

Product development & Testing  

There is a gap in terms of testing labs and quality checks which the firms usually cite issues of. 

6.3 Opportunities 

Technology upgradation and value-addition  

Technology upgradation through joint-action on a PPP mode can enable the units to 
churn out higher value-added especially by establishing common raw material testing 

facility & finished product quality check, testing labs facility and R&D  
development facility. 
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Market development 

Amplifying marketing channels can significantly boost sales. Establishing CFC is one such 

channel.  

Finance and credit  

Cluster MSMEs and local FIs need to effectively harness CGTMSE and CLSS instruments 

Industrial Infrastructure  

Gaps such as electricity, drainage infrastructure exist in several pockets of MSME 

concentration  

6.4 Threats 

Long payment cycles 

Challenges in receivables lead to deferment in procurement of raw material during the season.  

Labour shortage  

Shortage of skilled man power leads to high production costs for the cluster MSMEs. 

Weak corporate governance practices 

Good governance practices can help the MSMEs grow or attract additional investors. Raising 

capital or access to finance from banks or investors is a major challenge.  

Lack of supportive Government Policies 

With introduction of GST, the government has withdrawn subsidy and surge 
 in tax on final product as well as on raw material from 8% to 18% is unviable for micro 

enterprises. 

 

6.5 Vision  

The cluster vision that was evolved in this regard is 

 

Short to mid-term: Evolve into a National hub for quality product manufacturing by 
2025  

Long term: Evolve into a major hub of south Asian region for electrical equipment 
products in global markets by 2030 
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7.1 Suggestions at Various Levels  

 

7.1.1 Cluster Vision 

The cluster vision that was evolved in this regard is: 

Short to medium term (6m - 3 years): The engineering cluster of Paramakudi would have 

evolved into a national hub for related products by means of joint action in procurement and 

enhancing product mix by the year 2025.  

Longer term (10 years): The Engineering Cluster of Paramakudi would have evolved into a 

regional hub into the south Asian region for electrical equipment products by means of further 

upgrading value-chain activities and expansion of the product-market mix by the year 2030. 

7.1.2   Policy level Suggestion  

The State Government must organize awareness program and workshops for orientation of 

Bankers and cluster units to understand their mutual concern as to reduce the credit gap with 

respect to cluster units (with regard to credit with CGTMSE cover). Also, there is concern with 

regard to increase in GST rate from 5% to 18% on both at raw materials and final product levels 

which also has negative impact on the margins of the firm. State Govt must look favorably to 

the tax–GST issue and reduce the burden for the cluster firms.  In addition to this, Central 

Government should revive the VAT-subsidy with little modifications for the entrepreneurs those 

who availed term loan in order to encourage the micro and small enterprises. With regard to 

Improve skilled man power, the state / central government should take initiative steps towards 

provision of long-term internships for the technical students.   

7.2 Institutional Level Suggestions 

7.2.1. Infrastructure: Largely, units (micro & small) in Paramakudi are operating from Industrial 

estates with a plug and play facility and hence there is no much issue in terms of road, power, 

water, safety etc, In the long turn context, they need also explore BDS and support to establish 

industrial estate / related infrastructure. There is apparently need for upgrading infrastructure 

perhaps on PPP basis with assistance under the IID scheme of the DIPP. Related BDS may 

have to be initially introduced from outside the cluster. 

7.2.2. Marketing: There is a huge opportunity in exporting these products. This can be done by 

tapping BDS providers who can support the micro and small firms to avail the opportunity and 

expanding the overall market. In addition, there is huge local market as well that can also be 

tapped using digital marketing and use of E-commerce platforms. Leveraging on BDS could 

enable reduction of market risk and enhancement of the profit margins of the firms. 

Chapter – 7: 
Recommendations 
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7.2.3. Skill Development: There is scope of utilizing existing training facilities provided by public 

and private institutions for capacity building of local labour by available BDS providers. There 

are large number of technical institutions in public and private domain, which can offer 

customised training programme for skill development of cluster firms as per their requirements. 

 

7.2.4. Common Facilities: There is need for establishment of a common facility centre 

comprising training (in machine operations and maintenance) facilities, design and value –

added paper product development. Such a facility could enable development of manpower, 

increase productivity and reduce lead times for related firms in the cluster and help them move 

up the value chain. 

The facilities indicated alone may also be possibly established on the basis of PPPs with 

assistance under the MSE-CDP scheme of the GoI where assistance to the tune of 90 per cent 

is offered as grant-in-aid. Cluster firms are apparently keen to evolve SPVs at the earliest to 

implement such projects on PPP mode. Related BDSP may have to be introduced from outside 

the cluster. 

7.3 Field Level Suggestions 

7.3.1 Infrastructural: There is not infrastructure related issue for units at Paramakudi. 

 
7.3.2 Skill Development Mapping / Manpower Requirement: There are large number of 

technical institutions in public and private domain, which can offer customised training 

programme for skill development of cluster firms as per their requirements. Hence, 

cluster firms can explore BDS from among the training institutions which can meet their 

work force skill development and manpower requirements. 

7.3.3 Technology 

There is a need of advanced technology in terms of Design facility, testing lab and tool room 

facility under common facility centre in PPP mode twinning with appropriate GoI and State 

Schemes like ZED Certification Scheme, ASPIRE etc. 

7.4 Recommendations on action points to promote new enterprises in the cluster 

Infrastructure:  

Largely, units (micro & small) in Paramakudi are operating from Industrial estates with a plug 

and play facility and hence there is no much issue in terms of road, power, water, safety etc. In 

the long turn context, they need also explore BDS and support to establish industrial estate / 

related infrastructure. There is apparently need for upgrading infrastructure perhaps on PPP 
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basis with assistance under the IID scheme of the DIPP. Related BDS may have to be initially 

introduced from outside the cluster. 

Market Development:  

There is a huge opportunity in exporting these products, as there is high demand of these 

products across the globe and with high potential. This can be done by tapping BDS providers 

who can support the micro and small firms to avail the opportunity and expanding the overall 

market. In addition, there is huge local market as well that can also be tapped using digital 

marketing and use of E-commerce platforms. Leveraging on BDS could enable reduction of 

market risk and enhancement of the profit margins of the firms. 

Strengthening Backward linkages as Raw material procurement: and Value addition:   

Micro units are facing lot of issue in terms of fluctuating raw material prices and inconsistent 

supply affecting their bottom lines and the profit margin.  Hence, there is apparently need for a 

pool purchase of raw materials.  With this, cluster SMEs will benefit from change in the prices 

and quantum of supply.  Also, Cluster Firms can think of processing raw material like galvanised 

raw material facility under CFC. 

Common Facilities (CFC):  

As mentioned by some of the cluster firms, there is a need for establishment of a Common 

Facility Centre (CFC) comprising Raw material bank to reduce main input costs, value added 

raw material processing facility with galvanisation machinery.  There is also need for 

establishment of Design facility including Light Engineering Units / PEB, AutoCAD; Tool Room 

facility include CNC shearing, Plasma / Laser Cutting Machine, Deep Horizontal Metal cutting 

band saws, Heat treatment facility, CNC Milling and Lathe, Surface Grinding and Testing Lab 

including Micro Scope, Coordinate Measuring Machine, Die making: Pipe bending dies, truss 

joing plates, shutter clamp dies, sheet and pipe cutting plates etc.  In addition to these, there is 

also need for training facilities especially in machine operations and maintenance. Such a 

facility could enable development of cluster with reduced input costs, trained manpower, 

increase productivity and reduce lead times for firms in the cluster and help them move up the 

value chain. 

All the facilities indicated alone may also be possibly established on the basis of PPPs with 

assistance under the MSE-CDP scheme of the GoI where assistance to the tune of 90 per cent 

is offered as grant-in-aid. Cluster firms are apparently keen to evolve SPVs at the earliest to 

implement such projects on PPP mode. Related BDSP may have to be introduced from outside 

the cluster. 
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Productivity/Quality:  

Constraints are evident in terms of non-utilisation of BDS services in productivity enhancing 

areas. ERP systems could contribute to better systems and profitability as may adoption of lean 

manufacturing practices that could also reduce lead times. Apparently, cluster MSEs have not 

been able to identify appropriate service providers nor been exposed to impact of related 

interventions. Quality standard certifications, food safety, ISO 2009, and the like should be 

considered as this helps build customers' confidence.  

7.5 Recommended Products and Delivery Channels for Financial Gaps 

Requirement of Capital   

Credit gaps affect the MSMEs and micro units with the need to fulfill wage payment, avoid high 

cost of credit purchase and offer output on credit. The typical capital requirements include:  

Purchase of raw 

materials 

Wage payments 

 

Credit sale 

 

Technology up-

gradation/Expansion 

of capacity – 

equipment 

 

The cluster catering to varied sectors has units with good linkages to local industries, Govt and 

has discipline amongst product manufacturers in terms of their delivery and credit payments.  

Working of Current Government Schemes 

The current schemes that can be availed by units are PMEGP Scheme and PMRY etc. for 

short-term perspective.  

PMEGP scheme has benefitted 15% of the units for upgradation of technology, which one unit 

receiving highest subsidy of INR 16 lakh and credit amount of INR.40 lakh.  

 

Field studies demonstrate that a significant number of unit owners don’t have 
awareness on many MSME related subsidy programmes viz., Rural  
Industry and Entrepreneurship (ASPIRE), National Manufacturing  

Competitiveness Programme (NMCP).  
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7.6 Description of some Products and Delivery Mechanisms  

Reverse Factoring  

A financing solution which entails the ordering party facilitate his suppliers to finance more 

easily their receivables through a favourable interest rate, the solution is a collaborative project 

between the ordering entity, the supplier and the factor. Below is the transaction scheme:  

 

Fig - 4: Transaction Scheme 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purchase Order Financing  

A short-term funding provided by FIs; this scheme can be used as working capital to 

manufacture goods for some credit-worthy buyer. The funds are harnessed by the unit to 

procure raw materials and supports other working capital needs. Comfort letter furnished to the 

bank detailing the seller information and credibility can ensure seamless functioning of the 

scheme.  

Credit Guarantee Trust Scheme for Micro & Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) 

CGTMSE Scheme, introduced by the Govt. in May 2000, to make available credit to small-

scale industrial units, particularly micro for loans up to INR.25 lakh without collateral can be 

enhanced in the cluster. Under this, MSEs can avail the scheme despite higher borrowing cost 

but banks are reluctant to lend as MSEs operate in intermittent manner and repayment risk 

becomes high.  

Procurement 

Goods/Services 

Payment date 

of receivables 

Ultimate term 

of repayment 

Period of financing the 

supplier (MSE) 

Period of financing 

customers (Industries) 

Repayment of the customers’ 

liability by the bank to the 

suppliers account on date 

agreed with the customer 

Repayment of the liability by the 

bank by the customer to the 

bank account. 
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Bills Discounting 

Lack of collateral is a major hurdle in procuring working capital loan and hence loan products 

must be structured to match the payments to the borrower’s cash flow cycle and address 

specific credit needs existing in the cluster. Financial institutions must create a mechanism for 

evaluating economic viability of a project.  

 

Receivables linked Bridge Financing  

Bills discounting primarily benefits only the larger units. The restricted use by MSEs is often 

because of delayed payment (often payment duration exceeds 120-150 days) by their 

customers. The possible solutions that can be addressed using existing bills discounting facility 

are: 

Flexibility of extending the current 90 days’ 

period to 120-150 days for repayment by 

debtor 

Extending funding with bills as collateral to 

enable the units to take further order and not 

suffer from the delayed payment from 

debtors (customers). 

 

This results in maintaining liquidity and may be a temporary loan to ensure seamless operation.  

 

Working Capital Term Loan 

WCTL covers the core part of the working capital. Cash credits and overdraft assist enterprises 

through transitory part of working capital requirements. MSMEs possess lower control over 

their working capital and also lack the expertise in managing loan funds.  

Since buyers may deposit just 10-20% of the total value of good procured, enterprises may 

need to extend credit cycle, reducing availability of working capital finance.  

Upscaling MFI Lending 

Up-scaling MFI can benefit lower end of the MSME spectrum by offering financial 

services/products that may encourage transition from an informal to a formal enterprise. Some 

issues that must be addressed before it becomes a sustainable model: 

Collection Cycle Recovery Mechanism Capacity Building of MFIs 

and Borrowers 

 

MFIs have daily/weekly collection cycle but need to tweak for understanding the borrower’s 

business and particularly “Asset Conversion Cycle” and simultaneously ensure profitability. 
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Suitable loan products and associated attributes (interest rate, tenure, and credit amount) need 

to be developed keeping in mind the nature of borrower’s business. 

Mutual Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme (MCGFS) 

Credit guarantee schemes can reduce the costs of small-scale lending and improve the 

information available to the borrower. This can allow small firms to access formal credit. 

However, banks have reluctance to extend credit to small enterprises for reasons such as high 

administrative costs, asymmetric information, High-risk perception and lack of collateral.  

MCGFS, which involves formation of a joint liability group of potential borrowers to 
access individual loans from the banks, allows a group to pool in joint cash resources 

to place it with the bank for securing the bank loans.  

 

To help SMEs form mutual guarantee groups, govt. and other public institutions, 
called development agency (DA), may decide to partly co-share the pooling of 

commonly pooled funds, either as grants or as low-interest loans. The MCGFS serves 
as a win-win model both for enterprises as also banker. 

 

The scheme has helped micro and tiny enterprises in clusters like Jaipur and Coimbatore to 

purchase inputs, pool requirements and commonly purchase inputs and use the funds to meet 

WCTL.  

The MCGFS group needs to have 10 members with no two members of a group belonging to 

the same family. The scheme can either be implemented through an association led model 

disbursed through a Development Agency, an NGO as implementing agency or a network that 

may directly work with a development agency and the concerned CDA.  
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8.1 Evolving of Governance Platform (BMO)  

There is only one active association in the region i.e., Paramakudi Electrical Material 

Manufacturers Association.  There was a membership of 30 entrepreneurs in the association. 

The main activities of the Association were as follows:  

1. Raw Material Service Center:  The Association had got Raw material on Quota 

Basis with 15% to 20% less price  

2. The Association had able to convince the banks for mobilizing the loans to 

individual units during the period of Natural Calamities 

3. The Association used to recommend the entrepreneurs to DIC for subsidy under 

PMEGP, PMRY etc. 

For the past few years, the association has not been active due to inadequate support from the 

Government Agencies.  Though there is vast exposure, the association is presently defunction 

due to lack of continuous support and lack of financial sustainability of the association.    Despite 

many obstacles, there is a scope for reviving the electrical accessories Association to continue 

interventions beyond project timeframe.  Further, there is a possibility of strengthening the 

PEMMA by engaging a supporting agency or natural facilitator agency.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter – 8: Action 
Intervention Options/Plan 
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8.2 Action Plan(s) for implementing recommendations on non-financial gaps Suggestions: 

Table – 33:  Action Plan 

Segment BDS Category Specific Service Proposed BDS 
Provider (s) 

 
Potential Activities 

Expected Outcome 

BDS  MSMEs 

MSMEs 
Units 

 
 
 
Common 
Facilities 

Raw Material Bank BMOs / Raw 
Material 
Suppliers, 
Quality 
consultants, 
NSIC, MSME_DI 
 

1. GI Sheets / coils 
2. MS Sheets / Coils 
3. Galvanisation of 

Material 
4. Angles, Channels, 

Rods 

  

  
 
 
Machinery Services 

Local technology 
consultants 
Engineering, 
Industry and 
Manufacturers 
Association  
Quality 
consultants 

1. CNC Shearing 
Machine 

2. CNC machines, 
Laser Cutting 
machines 

3.  NC Shearing 
machine 

4. CNC Bending 
machine Press 
break etc 

Capacity 
building of BDS 
in the area of 
conceiving and 
implementing 
CFC projects in 
PPP mode 
twinning with 
appropriate GOI 
Scheme 

Upgrading form, 
quality and 
flexibility in size.   

  Establishment of 
common facilities 
involving  

1. Design 
Services 

2. Testing 
Facility 

3. Quality Tool 
Room 
facility 

 

Local technology 
consultants 
Engineering, 
Industry and 
Manufacturers 
Association  
Quality 
consultants 
 

1. AutoCAD  
2. CNC Milling and 

Lathe 
3. Die making: 

Shutter clamp 
dies, sheet and 
pipe cutting plates 

 

Capacity 
building of BDS 
in the area of 
conceiving and 
implementing 
CFC projects in 
PPP mode 
twinning with 
appropriate GOI 
/ state 

Upgrading quality 
of spare parts, 
replacement 
parts; reducing 
lead times and 
increasing 
productivity 
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Segment BDS Category Specific Service Proposed BDS 
Provider (s) 

 
Potential Activities 

Expected Outcome 

BDS  MSMEs 

Government 
schemes 

  Establishing a 
common training 
facility for training of 
manpower. This 
can be part of the 
CFC above  
(type of training 
room and indicative 
cost) 

Local private 
BDS providers 
Engineering, 
Industry and 
Manufacturers 
Association  
Local 
Engineering 
Colleges and it is 
DIC 
 

1. AutoCAD 
2. Promotion of ICT 
3. ERP Training 
4. DPR Preparation 
5. Accounts 

Maintenance 
6. Structural 

Engineering  
7. Waste 

management / 
Environmental 
Management  

8. Health and Safety 
Management 

 

Scope for 
capacity 
building of local 
population by 
available BDS 
provider 
Twinning with 
Skill 
Development 
related 
Schemes of 
GOI/GOS  

Upgrading 
manpower skills 
and skilling of 
new manpower 
especially from 
the nearby areas.  
Standardised 
SOPs and 
methodologies 
can be 
developed and 
administered. 
This will ensure 
better product 
quality and 
service delivery 

 QMS Quality Certification Quality 
consultants 
BDS providers in 
the region as 
well as in the 
state of AP 

Quality Management 
Standards /  
Quality Technology Tools 

 More effective 
and efficient 
process 
Increased market 
reach 

 Access to 
Finance 
 
 

Training on DPR 
preparation 

DIC  
Private 
Consultants / 
CAs 
Engineering, 
Industry and 
Manufacturers 
Association  

  

 

 

Access to loan 
Proper 
documentation 
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Segment BDS Category Specific Service Proposed BDS 
Provider (s) 

 
Potential Activities 

Expected Outcome 

BDS  MSMEs 

 Market 
Development 

Facilitating market 
diversification into 
the domestic 
replacement and 
spares market. 
Penetrating Public 
Sector Demand 
 

Private BDS and 
possibly NSIC 
twinning with 
GeMs Portal and 
IndiaMart 

Information and 
communication technology 

Introduction of 
new BDSPs for 
market 
development. 

Facilitating 
market led 
diversification 
and reduced 
business risk 
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8.3 Action Plan(s) for implementing recommendations on financial gaps 

Table - 34: Intervention/Action Plan 

Instrument 

delivered 

through/to 

Limitation 
Intervention/ 

Instrument 

Associated 

Institutions 

Envisaged 

Impact/Benefit 

for MSMEs 

Instrument 

delivered to 

individual 

enterprises   

Inadequate 

access to 

necessary 

working capital 

Purchase order, 

financing, Bills 

discounting, WCTL 

option 

(accommodating 

ballooning 

requirements) 

IA (in 

association 

with BMOs, 

lead bank 

IOB, SBI, 

and SIDBI 

and other 

FIs.) 

At least 50 MSEs 

to secure 

adequate credit 

and also to avoid 

resorting to 

informal finance. 

Also facilitating 

increase in 

capacity 

utilization by 

means of offering 

competitive credit 

terms. 

Factoring services 

TReDS platform; 

PSBloanin59minutes 

IA (in 

association 

with BMOs, 

lead bank 

IOB, SBI, 

and SIDBI 

and other 

FIs.) 

Typically, 

inadequate 

access to units 

financed under 

PMEGP/PMRY 

(largely towards 

individual units) 

Evolving appropriate 

working capital 

instruments for 

financing related 

projects 

IA (in 

association 

with BMOs 

and lead 

bank IOB, 

SBI, and 

SIDBI and 

other FIs.) 

At least 50 

cluster firms to 

access working 

capital and 

increase 

profitability and 

capacity 

utilisation. This 

will redress 

critical gaps in 

earlier such 

schemes.  

Inadequate 

linkages with 

non-asset-

based financing 

instruments 

Propagation of 

CGTMSE scheme 

IA (in 

association 

with BMOs; 

and lead 

bank IOB, 

SBI, SIDBI) 

At least 60 

cluster firms to 

access 

institutional credit 

and increase 

profitability and 

capacity 

utilisation. 

Instruments 

delivered 

through 

BMOs or 

SPVs 

Dis-optimal 

sourcing of 

inputs by MSE 

units 

Establishment of raw 

material bank (in 

close co-ordination 

with related BMOs) 

IA (in 

association 

with BMO for 

electrical 

accessories 

and lead 

Reducing 

procurement cost 

by even 5 per 

cent and 

increasing 

profitability 
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Instrument 

delivered 

through/to 

Limitation 
Intervention/ 

Instrument 

Associated 

Institutions 

Envisaged 

Impact/Benefit 

for MSMEs 

bank IOB, 

SBI/SIDBI)  

margins for 

enterprises. 

Increasing 

profitability 

margin of at least 

60 MSEs 

Instruments 

delivered 

through 

BMOs/SPVs 

Consortia 

Inadequate 

access to 

competitive 

institutional 

credit by micro 

manufacturing 

units 

Establishment of 

MCGF instrument 

IA (in close 

coordination 

with NGOs, 

BMOs and 

public sector 

banks/SIDB) 

Enable access to 

collateral and 

document free 

credit for micro 

sized units. 

Facilitate 

necessary capital 

for at least 250 

HH and micro-

sized units 

Instruments 

delivered 

through 

NGOs/MFIs 

Limited access 

to competitive 

institutional 

credit by micro-

sized units  

Up-scaling MFIs and 

upgrading NGOs in to 

financial 

intermediaries/MFIs 

(at least 2 MFIs and 

NGOs to be 

upscaled/upgraded) 

IA (in close 

association 

with NGOs, 

BMOs and 

Public Sector 

Banks/SIDB) 

At least 100 

micro sized Steel 

fabrication units 

to be empowered 

in terms of 

operating with 

own working 

capital from 

being mere job-

workers. This 

could enable unit 

owners to at least 

double enterprise 

incomes. Also, 

dependence on 

usurious money 

lenders will be 

reduced.  

Policy 

Initiatives 

Limited 

orientation of 

bankers in 

financing micro-

sized units in 

the sector 

Directive with targets 

to be specified by the 

DLBC as to reduce 

the credit gap (also 

with regard to credit 

with CGTMSE cover) 

IA (in 

association 

with lead 

bank SBT 

and other 

FIs) 

FIs to accord 

necessary 

priority to 

financing MSME 

units in the 

sector. 

 

Above mentioned initiatives may be carried out with the help of number of activities 

including awareness creation, sensitisation, trust building and capacity building initiatives 

including exposure visits, Conducting Technology Exhibitions / Melas, networking and BDS 
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introducing seminars, preparing activity specific business plans, evolving activity specific 

networks/ consortia/ SPVs etc. 

8.4 Identification of critical partner/s to implement the Action Plan 

The key partners in the whole implementation process would be “Cluster BMO”, State MSME 

Commissionerate, GM-DIC, MSME-DI, SLBC and District Lead bank, SIDBI, IGTR, NSIC, 

Private BDS Providers and involvement of Cluster leaders in the whole process 

8.5 Recommendation for immediate implementation 

First priority should be the Capacity Building and Awareness Programme for Cluster members 

to understand the importance of forming BMO and the benefits that they will get as being part 

of BMO.   

8.6 Recommendation for medium term implementation 

In the medium term, once the BMO is in place, the connect with Financial and Marketing public 

and Private BDS would help them to resolve issues related to credit, market development etc. 

Also, common procurement for raw material as consortia would help them reduce input cost. 

Process to form SPV for development of CFC should be initiated in the cluster. 

8.7 Recommendation for long term implementation (more than 3 years) 

In the long term, the focus would be to have CFC in place with backward linkages created for 

common processing of Value-added Raw material, Raw material bank, Product Development 

including Tool Room Facility, Design Facility, Testing Lab Quality testing centre, Training centre 

for development of new business opportunities locally, and nationally with reduced cost of 

production and quality products. 

8.8 Road ahead  

The 10,000 trucks plying per day on NH-38, which connects Ramnad to Chennai, 
has allowed Paramakudi Engineering Cluster to evolve. Close proximity to cities 
like Madurai and Trichy within 300 kms makes the cluster strategically located. 

Paramakudi is also adjacent to the Madurai, Tutucorin, Rameswaram etc., which 
are fast growing cities. Though 50 percent of existing cluster firms were started 
recently due to new capital formation, the manufacturing units are engaged in 

diverse industries such as steel fabrication amongst others. 

 

8.9 Major Findings 

Major findings as evolved over stakeholder consultations may be summarily considered as 

follows: 
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Infrastructure: Micro sized units face limitations in effluent & sewage management, lack of 

power supply, drainage facilities etc 

Common Facilities: No planned interventions have been done since inception due to which 

CFC’s are missing for elements like Product Development, Market Development, Quality 

Improvement, Tool Room, Training Centre, Raw Material Bank, Data Bank, Network etc. CFC 

comprising testing labs, R&D facility, quality checks for MSMEs in the cluster can enable 

upgrading of products and ease of testing facility.  

Productivity/ Quality: Constraints in lack of tool rooms/machining centres, testing labs and 

quality improvement in addition to low awareness on BDS providers impact the productivity.  

Market Development: Dependency on contractors charging commissions, cash transactions 

impact profitability of the steel fabrication units.  

 

Inadequate technical knowledge of Core Firms: Majority of the units have been  
unable to cope up with new technologies as provided by the major electrical 

industries. Due to lack of technical know-how and financial and advanced technology 
machineries. This is pushing the industry into a “survival” mode. 

 

On the credit supply part, the volume is estimated at about INR.22 Crore, from which 

31.82% or INR. 7 crore is term credit and INR.15 crore or 68.18% is working capital credit 

supply. In terms of advances among MSME units in Ramnad district, TMB has the highest 

outstanding, with MSME loan book of INR. 1034305, and CUB with an MSME loan book of 

INR. 620217, are the largest private sector banks.  

Findings related to Finance 

Performance of banks: Of the approximately INR. 19149.43 crore credit to the MSME 

priority sector, around 27.26% of it is provided by private sector banks, 56.67% by public 

sector banks and barely 16.07% by other Regional Rural Banks. Indian Overseas Bank 

apparently has the highest exposure in the Engineering cluster at Ramnad. The rates of 

interest levied by non-formal sources are between 24% to above 60%; while for commercial 

banks, it ranges from 14% to 22%. Also, typical lending practices of formal institutions are 

asset (read collateral) based and collateral requirements are more than 250 per cent. 

Margin Requirements: The margin requirements for loans vary from 20-35 % in many 

cases, even though Nayak committee norm of 20% of working capital gap is taken as the 

norm. In the Sample surveyed, about 90% of respondents were micro enterprises, 9% were 

small sized enterprises and only one unit is medium sized enterprise. 
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Demand for Credit: Though the major demand for credit is for working capital, there is 

also need of finance for credit sale pertaining to products like automotive parts to industries. 

Furthermore, there is huge demand for OD Credit to meet the needs of recurring credit use 

for raw material.  

SMEs also require credit for offering sale on credit basis to exporters along the value chain. 

Apparently, the WC – TL mix in terms of credit use and demand is between 76 – 79 % for 

working capital in most cases and only between 24 – 21 % for term loan. 

Sources of Credit & Potential: Small and well-established segment, which is relatively 

well networked with PSBs, receives bulk of credit while micro-sized units source financing 

from private sector banks and NBFC. While micro sized units under electrical accessories 

sector need INR. 15 – 30 lakh per enterprise, such units in construction require between 

INR. 30-45 lakh per enterprise, largely for working capital.  

Industry associations opine that new avenue for credit delivery can be explored for 

enterprises in the cluster. To meet the ballooning credit needs during monsoon, working 

capital credit instruments must be evolved, enabling SMEs to stock inputs and continue 

processing and value addition over season. BMO-led interventions are also feasible in 

terms of facilitating an instrument of pre – sanctioned loans, operation of raw material 

“banks” and the MCGFS instruments. 

 

Currently, the production process is labour intensive than capital/technology intensive and 

payment for man-power is a pressing need for Steel fabrication units. 

A cluster growth sans intervention: 

− Many SMEs have limited paying capacity for many strategic BDS.  

− Many BMOs yet to evolve into strong BDS facilitating platforms (jointly sourcing BDS).  

− Micro-sized units isolated from service markets  

− Inadequate information on service providers and on their capabilities. 

8.10 Recommendations and Action/Intervention Plan 

The recommended products and delivery channels may be considered in terms of: 

• CGTMSE instrument linkages (with CLSS, where feasible) 

• Reverse factoring instrument 

• Purchase order financing 
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• Bills discounting instrument (basic and with receivables linked bridge financing)Up scaling 

MFI’s to offer loans for micro – enterprises. 

• Purchase networks financing instrument. 

• Mutual Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme (for group loans of between INR.2 – 20 lakh). 
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Annexure 1: Location Map 

 

Annexure - 2: List of firms, and public and private BDS providers interacted with over the study 

2.1 List of Core Firms 

S. No NAME OF THE ENTERPRISE CONTACT NO. 

1 M/s Sathish Engineering works 9443126520 

2 M/s A.R.R Industries 9443125612 

3 M/s NKRM Enterprises 9994422336 

4 M/s Senthil electronics 9885242510 

5 M/s Senthil Industries 9443387451 

6 M/s Dhanalakshmi Engineering 9443189950 

7 M/s N.M.Industries 9443126330 

8 M/s Sri Srinivasa Industrial 9442034862 

9 M/s Ravi engineering works 9442034861 

10 M/s Sathish Agro Energy Service 9842485650 

11 M/s Sri Saravana Electro firm 9842125306 

12 M/s Asian power Lines 9848133845 

13 M/s Sri Rengan Electrical &Mechanichal Industries 9842426114 

14 M/s Sri V.G Industries 9894908007 

15 M/s Visvash Industries 9443161609 

16 M/s Sri AyyanarEngg Works  9443445803 

17 M/s Sri Raj Industries 
 

9443445803 

18 M/s Vinoth Industrial Products 9894298782 

Appendix Title 
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S. No NAME OF THE ENTERPRISE CONTACT NO. 

19 M/s Yogam Industries 9842369054 

20 M/s Jaya lathe works 9842955533 

21 M/s Saraswathi Engineering works 9842955533 

22 M/s Sri Balaji Steel products 9894487008 

23 M/s Sri Sakthi Engineering 9443862573 

24 M/s Pandian Power Products 9443956172 

25 M/s Sri Vinayaga Trading Company 9443503293 

26 M/s Sri Krishna Fabricators 9597836666 

27 M/s Vinoth Industrial Products 8977331182 

28 M/s.Sri Sivaduraga Engineering Works 9698152000 

29 M/s S.S. Engineering - 

30 M/s BM Products - 

 

2.2. Raw Material Suppliers 

S.No. Raw Material Supplier / Area Point of Contact 

1 Nobel Steels, Vijayawada  

2 Steel Industry, Hyderabad 
 

 

2.3. Supporting Institutions: 

Sr No Supporting Enterprise Ph No 

1 
  

2 
  

 

2.4. Private BDS Providers // Chartered Accounts: 

S. no Name of the CA Phone Number 

1 Narayanan 
 

2 Selvam 
 

3 Prakash 
 

 

 

2.5. Public BDS Providers: 
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Sr.No 
Institution (Name of 

Institution) 

Point of contact 

(Individual/Representative) 

Contact 

information 

1 
Institution (Name of 

Institution) 

Point of contact 

(Individual/Representative) 
 

2 MSME - DI – Chennai   

3 DIC – Ramnad Ramnad 9367523037 

4 SIDBI - local Madurai office  

5 
Institution (Name of 

Institution) 

Point of contact 

(Individual/Representative) 
 

 

Annexure – 3:  List of FIs interacted with over the study 

List of FIs interacted with: 

Sr No Bank Name, Brach Ph No 

1 Indian Overseas Bank- LDM 9442632145 

2 Canara Bank 9498046320 

3 ICICI Bank Paramakudi 9494196350 

4 Indian Bank 9442606822 

 

Annexure – 4:  Questionnaire-Schedule and discussion-formats deployed over the study 

Questionnaire Schedule: Entrepreneur/Enterprise 

A. Basic Profile/Respondent Details 

1. Name and designation of the Respondent:  

2. Name & Address of the Firm:  

3. Tel. No./Mobile:      E-Mail/Fax:  

4. Product/Service:  

5. Constitution of the Firm (): Proprietary/Partnership/Private Limited/LLP/Trust/AOP etc. 

6. Year of Establishment of the Firm:  

7. Present Size of the Enterprise as per New MSME definition (in terms of investment in P&M)  

Sr. 
No. 

Investment (INR Crore) Please () tick the Relevant Investment-Class (and 
specify absolute value) 
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Tick Absolute Value Comments (If Any) 

1. Up-to 1    

2. Above 1 and up-to 10     

3. Above 10 and up-to 50    

4. Above 50    

 

1. Present Size of the Enterprise as per New MSME definition (in terms of  
Sales Turn-over):  
 

Sr. 
No. 

Turnover  
(INR Crore) 

Please () tick the Relevant Investment-Class (and 
specify absolute value) 

Tick Absolute Value Comments (If Any) 

1. Up-to 5    

2. Above 5 and up-to 50    

3. Above 50 and up-to 250    

4. Above 250     

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Who is your main consumer segment and what are your main markets?  

Sr. 
No. 

Consumer Segments % Share in 
Sales 

Market  % Share in 
market 

1. Open Market   Local (District 
Level) 

 

2. Government  State Level  

3. Other Firms who value add and 
market the produce 

 Regional  

4. Exporters in India/Importers 
abroad 

 National  

5. Sub-contractors to Large 
Players 

 Global  

 

B. BDS Related Gap Analysis/Information 

3. Did you experience any constraints/exploit opportunities in any of the following 
during the last five years?  
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 a) Strategical:  

Sr. 
No. 

Challenges/Oppor
tunities 

Faced or 
Not 
(Tick) 

  

Please specify the 
nature of Constraints/ 
Opportunity  

Could 
the issue 
be 
resolved
? (Tick) 

Did you 
resolve 
it 
yourself
? (Tick) 

1.  Finance/Loan/Subs
idy Syndication 

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

2.  Product 
Development 

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

3.  Compliance 
Related/Pollution 
Control/CETP 

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

4.  Infrastructure 
Related (Basic 
Physical, Industrial 
common facilities 
etc.) 

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

5.  Marketing and 
Market 
development  

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

6.  Training of 
Workers/HRD  

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

7.  IT applications Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

8. Raw Material 
Selection/Procurem
ent  

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

9. Quality Control and 
Management 
Systems (ISO 
9000, TQM, Lean 
Manufacturing etc.)  

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

10. Management 
Information/Control 
Systems, ERPs  

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

11. Technology Up 
gradation/R&D 

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

12. Others (Design, 
Packaging, 
Branding, patent 
etc.) specific to the 
cluster 

Yes/No   Yes/No Yes/No 

 

 b) Non-Strategic/Operational:  
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Sr. 
No. 

Particulars Bookkeeping 
and 
Accounting 

 

Income 
Tax 
Related 

GST 
Related 

Labour 
and 
workforc
e Related 

Govt. 
Rules & 

 
Regulatio
ns 

1. Challenges/Op
portunities 

     

2. Experienced or 
not 

     

3. Specify Nature 
of 
Challenge/Opp
ortunity 

     

4. Is problem 
resolved?  

     

5. Did you resolve 
it yourself? 

     

6. Did you pay for 
the services 
obtained? 

     

7. What are your 
views on 
quality of 
service (Very 
Good/Good/Po
or)  

     

8. Approaching 
friends/peer 
groups 
(Yes/No) 

     

9. Approaching 
Industry 
Associations 
(Yes/No) 

     

10. Approaching 
Govt. Agencies 
(Yes/No) 

     

11. Approaching 
Private 
Consultants 
(Yes/No) 

     

12. Would you 
approach any 
other, (Pls. 
Specify) 
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4. Who enabled resolving the constraint/exploiting the opportunity?  

Sr. 
No. 

Constraints/Issues Please specify 
the name and 
address of the 
agency/BDS 
provider, where 
relevant 

 

Did you pay 
for the 
services 
obtained  

What are your 
views on the 
quality of 
services? 

Very Good [VG], 
Good [G], Poor [P] 
(Pl. encircle) 

1.  Finance/Loan/Subsidy 
Syndication 

 Yes/No  VG/G/P  

2.  Product Development  Yes/No VG/G/P  

3.  Compliance 
Related/Pollution 
Control/CETP 

 Yes/No VG/G/P 

4.  Infrastructure Related 
(Basic Physical, 
Industrial common 
facilities etc.) 

 Yes/No VG/G/P 

5.  Marketing and Market 
development  

 Yes/No VG/G/P 

6.  Training of 
Workers/HRD  

 Yes/No VG/G/P 

7.  IT applications  Yes/No VG/G/P 

8.  Raw Material 
Selection/Procurement  

 Yes/No VG/G/P 

9. Quality Control and 
Management Systems 
(ISO 9000, TQM, Lean 
Manufacturing etc.)  

 Yes/No VG/G/P 

 
10. 

Management 
Information/Control 
Systems, ERPs  

 Yes/No VG/G/P 

 
11. 

Technology Up 
gradation/R&D 

 Yes/No VG/G/P 

 
12. 

Others (Design, 
Packaging, Branding, 
patent etc.) specific to 
the cluster 

 Yes/No VG/G/P  

5. Given your past experience, whom would you like to approach to strengthen or 
develop your business? Please specify reason – High cost, poor capability, 
confidentiality, others 
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Sr. 
No. 

Constraints/Iss
ues 

REASONS FOR APPROACHING/NOT APPROACHING 

Friends/Other/ 

Peer 
Enterprises 

 

Govt. 
Agencies/Service 
Providers  

BMOs Private 
Consultants
/ 
Service 
Providers 

1. Finance/Loan/S
ubsidy 
Syndication 

    

2. Product 
Development 

    

3. Compliance 
Related/Pollutio
n Control/CETP 

    

4. Infrastructure 
Related (Basic 
Physical, 
Industrial 
common 
facilities etc.) 

    

5. Marketing and 
Market 
development  

    

6. Training of 
Workers/HRD  

    

7. IT applications     

8. Raw Material 
Selection/Procur
ement  

    

9. Quality Control 
and 
Management 
Systems (ISO 
9000, TQM, 
Lean 
Manufacturing 
etc.)  

    

10. Management 
Information/Cont
rol Systems, 
ERPs  

    

11. Technology Up 
gradation/R&D 

    

12. Others (Design, 
Packaging, 
Branding, patent 
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Sr. 
No. 

Constraints/Iss
ues 

REASONS FOR APPROACHING/NOT APPROACHING 

Friends/Other/ 

Peer 
Enterprises 

 

Govt. 
Agencies/Service 
Providers  

BMOs Private 
Consultants
/ 
Service 
Providers 

etc.) specific to 
the cluster 

 

 

Sr. 

No

. 

Constraints/Issues REASONS FOR APPROACHING/NOT APPROACHING 

Buyers/Sup

pliers of 

Raw Material 

 

Sellers of 

Technolo

gy/ 

Machiner

y/ 

R & D 

Institution

s 

Exporter/Marketing/E

xport Agent 

Other

s 

(pleas

e 

specif

y) 

1. Finance/Loan/Subsi

dy Syndication 

    

2. Product 

Development 

    

3. Compliance 

Related/Pollution 

Control/CETP 

    

4. Infrastructure 

Related (Basic 

Physical, Industrial 

common facilities 

etc.) 

    

5. Marketing and 

Market development  

    

6. Training of 

Workers/HRD  

    

7. IT applications     

8. Raw Material 

Selection/Procurem

ent  
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Sr. 

No

. 

Constraints/Issues REASONS FOR APPROACHING/NOT APPROACHING 

Buyers/Sup

pliers of 

Raw Material 

 

Sellers of 

Technolo

gy/ 

Machiner

y/ 

R & D 

Institution

s 

Exporter/Marketing/E

xport Agent 

Other

s 

(pleas

e 

specif

y) 

9. Quality Control and 

Management 

Systems (ISO 9000, 

TQM, Lean 

Manufacturing etc.)  

    

10

. 

Management 

Information/Control 

Systems, ERPs  

    

11

. 

Technology Up 

gradation/R&D 

    

12

. 

Others (Design, 

Packaging, 

Branding, patent 

etc.) specific to the 

cluster 

    

6. Would you be open to meet the full cost of such services?   Yes/No 

7. What is your rationale/opinion w.r.t. fixing the price that you might be willing to 
pay for these services, such as one-time annual fee option, quarterly payment 
option etc? 

i. ____________________________________ 

ii. ____________________________________ 

iii. ____________________________________ 

iv. ____________________________________ 

8. What are the critical constraints or opportunities for which you do not easily get 
business development service support, to your satisfaction? 

v. ____________________________________ 

vi. ____________________________________ 

vii. ____________________________________ 
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viii. ____________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Which of the following services have you availed of from infrastructure related 
service providers? What is your opinion on the quality of service they offer?  

 

Sr. 
No. 

Services Availed or 
not 

 

If yes, what are 
your views on the 
quality of services? 

[1]-Very Good  

[2]-Good  

[3]-Poor 

[4]-Unsatisfactory 

If no, why? 

[1]-Not necessary 

[2]-Cumbersome 

[3]-Many formalities 

[4]-Inefficient 

[5]-Scheme not 
tenable  

1 Roads Yes/No   

2 Industrial 
Space/Parks 

Yes/No   

3 Utilities (Power, 
Water) 

Yes/No   

4 Common Facilities 
(for technology 
upgrading or value-
chain gap filling etc.) 

Yes/No   

5 Marketing facilities Yes/No   

6 IT Services 
infrastructure 

Yes/No   

7 Compliance related 
infrastructure 

Yes/No   

8 Others (Specify) Yes/No   

 

10. Do you require any infrastructure related service in addition to the above mentioned in above 
Question? If Yes, please specify (with investment outlay and options for meeting the outlay): 
NO 

11. Which of the following services have you availed of from marketing related service 
providers? What is your opinion on the quality of service they offer?  
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Sr. 

No. 

Services Availed or 

not 

 

If yes, what are 

your views on the 

quality of services? 

Very Good [1],  

Good [2], 

Poor [3]  

If no, why? 

Did not need [1], 

Cumbersome, too many 

formalities [2], 

Corruption [3], 

Inefficient [4], Schemes 

not appropriate [5]  

1 Domestic 

Marketing 

Yes/No   

2 Export Marketing Yes/No   

3 Marketing 

Infrastructure 

Yes/No   

12. Do you require any marketing related service in addition to the above mentioned in 
Question above? If yes, please specify. (With investment outlay and options for 
meeting the outlay): 

 __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

13. Do you have any plan to expand or diversify your production or market in the next 
two to three years? Yes/No 

 

If yes, please provide details: 

(i) What is the size of investments you are contemplating?  

(ii) Would you require additional workforce (please give indicative numbers) 

May be 2-3  

 Areas   Nos. 

a. Technical 

b. Non-technical 

c. Managerial (Specify) 

 

Interview/Discussion Notes:  

1.  

 

C. CREDIT RELATED GAP ANALYSIS 

 

14. Current transactions with FIs/BANKS/NBFCs: 

 

A – Name of the FI/NBFC:  

B – Particulars of facility availed by the enterprise: 
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PARTICULARS Amount (In INR)/%age 

Turnover (existing)  

Present Working Capital Limit  

Interest rate on Working Capital   

Term Loan sanctioned and availed  

Interest rate on Term Loan  

Total value of collateral provided to 
FIs/NBFCs as per terms of sanction (as 
assessed by FIs/NBFCs) 

 

 

What has been the constraints w.r.t the above facilities availed (if any)? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. Please share the information regarding your business for last three years: 

 

PARTICULARS Previous Year 1 Previous Year 2 Previous Year 3 

Domestic Sales 

Export Sales 

Total Sales/Turnover  

   

Profit (before tax)    

Current Assets    

Current Liabilities    

Current Ratio (CA/CL)    

Debt-Equity Ratio    

 

16. Which of the following services have you availed from public or private sector 
banks/financial institutions/SIDBI? What is your opinion about the quality of service 
they offer?  
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Sr. 

No. 

Services Availed or 

not 

 

If yes, 

what are 

your views 

on the 

quality of 

services? 

 

If no, why? 

[1]-Not necessary 

[2]-Cumbersome 

[3]-Many formalities 

[4]-Inefficient 

[5]-Scheme not tenable  

1 Loan for working capital Yes/No   

2 Term loan Yes/No   

3 Loan for upgrading Yes/No   

4 Loan for export/marketing Yes/No   

5 Loan for innovation/new 

product introduction 

Yes/No   

6 Loan for hire-purchase Yes/No   

7 Establishing proper 

Financial Management 

System 

Yes/No   

8 Subsidy for infrastructure or 

technology upgrading 

Yes/No   

9 Restructured Loan Yes/No   

10 Any other (please specify 

and create additional rows if 

required) 

Yes/No   

17. What are the average payment terms with your (RM) Suppliers (without additional 
cost)  

Payment Terms %age share of Total Purchases 

On Advance  

On Delivery in Cash Basis   

Against Letter of Credit in export cases  

On Credit upto 30 days  

On Credit 31-60 days  

On Credit 61-90 days  

On Credit above 90 days  

 

if there are some additional cost to increase payment period, please specify the 
payment terms 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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18. What are the average payment terms for your customers? (Credit sales) (without 
additional cost): 
 

Payment Terms %age share of Total Sales 

On Advance  

On Delivery on Cash Basis  

Against Letter of Credit in export cases  

On Credit upto 30 days  

On Credit 31-60 days  

On Credit 61-90 days  

On Credit above 90 days  

 

If there are some cash discount to decrease payment period, please specify the 
payment terms 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

19. For what purpose do you need a loan (in Future)?   
 

For Working Capital For Capacity expansion/New 
project related 

Specific need for a special 
project/purpose 

Raw material purchase 

 

Investment in Plant & 
Machinery/Equipments  

Additional temporary labour 
for a short interval 

Labour payment Investment in Construction of 
Building/Office Premises 

Additional equipments on 
rent for specific period 

Training expenses  For applying for 
certifications/quality norms 

Availing CFC services   

Rentals  

Marketing expenses 
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20. Have you ever applied for a loan before? (Yes/No):  

If answer to above Question is Yes, please provide the funding availed and indicate the 
various sources from where you availed the funding: 
 

A) Amount of Loan availed: 90L (Term Loan) & 65L (CC) 

Particulars of funding 
availed 

Term Loan (In INR) Working capital (In INR) 

Total investment and working 
capital requirement during 
your last project 
expansion/new project set 
up/new contract, etc. 

  

Amount applied for bank 
funding 

  

Amount actually sanctioned 
by the bank 

  

B) Sources of Finance: 

Name of FI/NBFC T/Loan 
availed 

Interest Rate W. Capital  Interest Rate 

SIDBI     

Public Sector 
Banks/RRBs 

    

Cooperative Banks     

Private 
Indian/Foreign 
Banks 

    

State Financial 
Corporation 

    

NABARD     

NBFCs     

Micro Finance 
Institutions 

    

Market Borrowing 
(Private lenders) 

 

    

Suppliers     

Informal Sources 
(Friends/Relatives) 

    

TOTAL 100%  100%  
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21. Did you provide collateral the last time you took a loan?  (Yes/No):  

22. If the answer to last question is NO, then did you avail loan under the CGTMSE 

scheme? (Yes/No) 

23. If the answer to last question is NO, are you aware of CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No): 

No 

24. If you had provided collateral the last time you took a loan, please indicate the 

type of collateral that you furnished -  

25. Are you aware about the different schemes/subsidies of GoI/State 

Government/SIDBI and other multilateral agencies? (Yes/No) –  

26. If the answer to last question is Yes, did you avail it in past? (Yes/No) - No 

27. If the answer to last question is Yes, for what purpose you availed the facility? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

28. Please indicate the problems faced while applying for loans:  

Terms Related Process Related Other Problems 

Collateral/margin money 
requirements are too high  

Processing time too long  Difficult to convince the Bank 
officials about the technical 
and financial viability of project 

Type of collateral required 
is not available/Other 
collaterals which are 
available with borrower 
are not acceptable to bank 

The application form is too 
complex to understand and 
fill  

Stringent eligibility criteria of 
bank 

Processing charges are 
too high 

No assistance in filling up 
the application form 

Lack of investment 
opportunities  

Extensive document list 
which is difficult to arrange  

The entire checklist of 
documents required to be 
submitted is not shared in 
one go 

The banker’s attitude is not 
conducive 

Repayment period is less Information regarding 
interest rates, processing 
fees & others not shared at 
the time of application 

 

Absence of moratorium 
period 

Multiple points to 
coordinate within the bank 

 

 Time taken for 
physical/project site 
inspection is too long  
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 Time taken for legal 
verification is too long 

 

 The procedure for 
execution of loan 
documents (loan 
agreement, mortgage 
creation) is complicated 

 

If any other problems are faced, please specify 
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

29. Please indicate the documents which you find a problem in arranging those 
documents: 

 

Documents Reason for difficulty in 
arrangement 

Possible Remedies 

Audited Financial (such as 
P&L, Balance Sheet, CMA 
etc.) documents for the last 
three years 

 

Na (CA facilitated with 
documentation) 

 

PAN Number/GSTIN in the 

name of the firm 

 

 

Na (CA facilitated with 
documentation) 

 

Proof of factory land and 
building (Regd. Lease 
deed/title deed thereof.) 

  

Copy of Udyog Aadhaar 
Number (UAN)  

Machinery Quotations 
(three) 

  

Proof of power connection   

Approved MAP layout from 
Development Authorities 

  

Regulatory clearances from 
local bodies (such as NOC 
from Pollution control board) 

  

Copy of partnership deed (in 

case of a partnership 

firm)/Company Incorporation 

Certificate/AOA/MOA (In 

Case of Pvt. Ltd. Co. or 

LLP) 

  

GST returns for last 6 

months  
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Income Tax Return for 

previous 3 years  

  

IEC Certificate (In case of 

Import Export Units) 

  

Project report detailing the 

future plan 

  

Others, please specify _____________________________________________________ 
 

30. Please share the time taken for sanctioning the loan, the last time you took a loan 
from a bank: 

For Working Capital _______________ days (approx.) 

For Term Loan ____________________ days (approx.) 

 

31. Are you planning to take any form of loan for your unit in near future? Yes/No -  

32. In case if the respondent’s answer to previous question is Yes, then ask them 
about their likely working capital and term loan requirements in the next year: 

Amount of Required Working Capital _______________ INR (approx.) 

Amount of Required Term Loan:  

33. If you get the required loan as above, how much you can grow in terms of 
turnover in next 3 years. Please state in %:  
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34. With respect to cluster specific financial products please comment on the 
following: 
 

Particulars Working Capital Term Loan 

Preferred interest rate for new loan (%)   

Maximum interest rates so that you can pay 
and still earn profit 

  

Ideal period for sanctioning of the loan after you 
have submitted all documents. (in days) 

  

What kinds of collateral are available with you?   

Repayment Period (state the duration)   

Moratorium (state the period in months)   

Minimum promoters’ contribution for loans 
(how much) 

  

Seasonal and ballooning repayment schedule 
(Yes/No) 

  

What kind of flexibility apart from the above 
(seasonal/ballooning) to repay can help you? 

  

 

Are you satisfied with your current suppliers of infrastructure services? Please rate them on a 

scale of 1 – 5 by encircling one of the numbers (where in 1 stands for not satisfied at all and 5 

for most satisfied) 

1_______2________3________4_______5 

Please elaborate which of your expectation are met or not met? What are your expectations 

from them in view of your future plans to expand/diversify? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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35. Are you satisfied with your current suppliers of technology? Please rate them on a 
scale of 1 – 5 by encircling one of the numbers (where in 1 stands for not satisfied 
at all and 5 for most satisfied) 

 

1_______2________3________4_______5 

 

Please elaborate which of your expectation are met or not met? What are your expectations 

from them in view of your future plans to expand/diversify? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

   

Are you satisfied with your current suppliers of credit/finance? Please rate them on a scale of 

1 – 5 by encircling one of the numbers (where in 1 stands for not satisfied at all and 5 for most 

satisfied) 

1_______2________3________4_______5 

 Please elaborate which of your expectation are met or not met? What are your expectations 

from them in view of your future plans to expand/diversify? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________ 

Are you satisfied with your current suppliers of marketing services? Please rate them on a scale 

of 1 – 5 by encircling one of the numbers (where in 1 stands for not satisfied at all and 5 for 

most satisfied) 

1_______2________3________4_______5 

 Please elaborate which of your expectation are met or not met? What are your expectations 

from them in view of your future plans to expand/diversify? 

__________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________ 
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Overview Questions 

 

36. How do you overall rate your service providers on the following issues?  

 (‘1’ 'Excellent, ‘5’ Poor) 

Sr. 
No. 

Parameters 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Knowledge and information base      

2 Pricing of services      

3 Utility of services and products      

4 Innovativeness in introducing new products      

5 Sector specific customization      

37. Would you like to add something more to what that has already been shared? 

Interview/Discussion Note: 1.  

BASIC PARAMETERS: BDS RELATED INFORMATION 

1. Are you an independent consultant or firm (how many staff)? 

2. What are the areas in which you provide BDS (General Management, Strategic 

Management, Finance, Marketing, Infrastructure, Technology, MIS, Taxation, QMS, HRD, 

Industrial Relations, Loan or Subsidy syndication etc.?) 

3. What is your client profile in general? And, with reference to the cluster (SMEs, Large firms, 

Traders, Exporters, Others)  

4. How does your client come to know about you and you of potential client? How do you 

price your services, elaborate? 

5. Do you provide subsidized services? Who subsidizes them? 

6. Who are your main private/government competitors? Has the profile of your competitors 

changed over time? Has competition in the market increased in recent years? 

7. How do you rate yourself over competitors in terms of service, delivery, price, 

innovativeness in introducing new services and products etc.? 
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8. What do you think are the means of developing the market for the services you 

presently/potentially offer? 

9. What is your annual total income from providing the services, what ratio is from the MSME 

segment? 

 

MODE OF CO-OPERATION WITH PUBLIC BDS PROVIDERS 

 

1. How often do you interact with public service providers (such as MSME-DI, SIDBI, EPIs, 

KVIC etc.) and for which purposes (offer of services on their behalf, training etc.)? 

2. Who are your major clients from amongst the public BDS facilitators (for what services)? 

 

CO-OPERATION WITH FIs/NBFCs ETC. 

1. How often do you interact with FIs/NBFCs etc.? For what purposes? 

2. What percentage of your income is from related activity? 

3. What kind of constraints do you experience while working with public BDS providers and 

with FIs/NBFCs etc.? 
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Annexure – 5:  Format of the Discussion Format vis-à-vis BDS providers 

BASIC PARAMETERS: BDS RELATED INFORMATION 

1. Are you an independent consultant or firm (how many staff)? 

2. What are the areas in which you provide BDS (General Management, Strategic 

Management, Finance, Marketing, Infrastructure, Technology, MIS, Taxation, QMS, HRD, 

Industrial Relations, Loan or Subsidy syndication etc.?) 

3. What is your client profile in general? And, with reference to the cluster (SMEs, Large firms, 

Traders, Exporters, Others)  

4. How does your client come to know about you and you of potential client? How do you 

price your services, elaborate? 

5. Do you provide subsidized services? Who subsidizes them? 

6. Who are your main private/government competitors? Has the profile of your competitors 

changed over time? Has competition in the market increased in recent years? 

7. How do you rate yourself over competitors in terms of service, delivery, price, 

innovativeness in introducing new services and products etc.? 

8. What do you think are the means of developing the market for the services you 

presently/potentially offer? 

9. What is your annual total income from providing the services, what ratio is from the MSME 

segment? 

10. MODE OF CO-OPERATION WITH PUBLIC BDS PROVIDERS 

11. How often do you interact with public service providers (such as MSME-DI, SIDBI, EPIs, 

KVIC etc.) and for which purposes (offer of services on their behalf, training etc.)? 

12. Who are your major clients from amongst the public BDS facilitators (for what services)? 

13. CO-OPERATION WITH FIs/NBFCs ETC. 

14. How often do you interact with FIs/NBFCs etc.? For what purposes? 

15. What percentage of your income is from related activity? 

16. What kind of constraints do you experience while working with public BDS providers and 

with FIs/NBFCs etc.? 
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Annexure - 6: Format of the Discussion Format vis-à-vis FIs (Banks)/NBFCs 

 

1. What is the extent of your advances to cluster firms (INR)? 

2. What is the default rate in dues? 

3. What is the break-up of advances to firms in the cluster (to micro, small, medium firms)? 

Do elaborate in terms of indicative number of units and quantum of funds and 

requirement (i.e., term loan and working capital requirements). 

4. For what purpose the loans are typically availed (for raw material/consumables 

purchase, payment of wages for increasing production/capacity utilisation in terms of 

working capital, for technology upgrading, for expansion in terms of fixed assets, any 

other please specify) 

5. What are the typical peak & lowest rates at which working capital and term loan are 

offered? What is the related moratorium & repayment period? 

6. What has been the number & quantum of loan offered to cluster firms with CGTMSE 

cover (if MLI)? 

7. How long do you take to process & disburse credit once all documents required from 

potential clients are submitted? 

8. What are the different schemes/subsidies of the government on the basis of which you 

have offered assistance to cluster firms? To what extent and to how many firms? 

9. Have you offered innovative/dedicated scheme/instrument to cluster firm? Why/Why 

not?  

10. Would you like to offer your views on a more appropriate financial 

products/instruments/mechanism for financing cluster firms? (WCTL facility, Purchase 

Order Financing, Factoring, Receivables Linked Bridge Financing by FIs/NBFCs, 

topping up of limits offered by MFIs, BMOs serving as financial intermediaries etc.)  

11. What is estimate of the total supply of credit by FIs/NBFCs to cluster firms? Typically, for 

what purpose are loans availed for. 

12. What is your estimate of demand for credit by firms? What is the unmet gap & options 

to redress this gap? 
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Annexure - 7: Format of the Discussion Format vis-à-vis BMOs and other service 

providers  

1. Which segment of cluster firms to you represent/typically cater to? Do you believe that 

they are receiving credit or financial support from the formal financial sector as required? 

2. Do you provide or facilitate related BDS? How? To what extent every year? 

3. What do you think are the most important constraint in access to appropriate credit from 

institutes? 

4. What are the typical sources of finance for cluster firms? 

5. Which financial institutes/NBFCs do you think has been most pro-active in catering to the 

credit needs of the firms in the cluster? Why? 

6. What do you think is the ideal WC/TL financing instrument (in terms of collateral, interest 

rate, moratorium period, repayment period parameters) for cluster firms? 

7. Could BMOs serve as financial intermediaries to facilitate/improve the credit delivery 

process? How? (Through evolving SPVs to operate “raw material/consumables banks”, 

to operate an “MCGFS” like option, to serve matching guarantee to loans provided under 

CGTMSE cover). 
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Annexure -8:  Review of Approach & Methodology for credit gap analysis  

In terms of methodology review: 

Credit gap: A credit gap may be viewed in terms of unmet credit requirements of MSEs 

above the available access to credit from formal institutional sources of finance. The non-

availers of formal financial services amongst MSEs are either involuntarily excluded or 

wilfully exclude themselves from the formal credit market due to their access to own funds 

funds/” unsecured” from family and family at competitive terms. Amongst those who wilfully 

exclude themselves from are those who currently deploy informal sources of funds or have 

inadequate information on formal financial options.  

Credit Demand Estimation: The demand for the credit arising from both capital 

requirements as well as long term investment requirements has been estimated by D&B in 

the credit mapping exercise earlier in other clusters. The estimated method for working 

capital credit requirements broadly follows the method outlined in the Nayak Committee 

Report (1991). While the committee stressed on strong quantitative methods for working 

capital the use of the ‘Forecasted Sales Approach’. 25% of the forecasted sales for the 

enterprises could be considered as requirement for working capital. It was recommended 

that working capital credit could be as much as 80% of the estimated working capital 

requirements. Working capital credit demand for MSME clusters under the studies has been 

estimated by applying the Nayak Committee norms to the cluster turnover estimated on the 

basis of the cluster survey. Term Credit requirements had been estimated by applying fixed 

asset growth forecasts to cluster survey. 

D&B India also studied the report by the National Commission for Enterprises in the 

Unorganised Sector (NCEUS) under the chairmanship of Dr. Arjun K Sengupta. Under this 

method, the average credit needs of the unorganised units to obtain the Total credit Demand. 

Average credit need was then multiplied by the total number of estimated unorganised units 

to obtain the Total Credit Demand. While the commission’s method was most effective for 

estimating credit requirements of the unorganised enterprises (mostly micro proprietary 

units), extrapolated estimates of credit requirements are prone to outliners in the sample 

surveyed. Estimates from detailed diagnostic studies on the clusters and a detailed survey 

among a limited but representative sample enabled D&B India to rely on the ‘Forecasted 

turnover Approach’ for estimating WC requirements and its own method (indicated above) 

for estimated term requirements, separately. 
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Credit Supply estimation: Apparently, Scheduled Commercial banks (SCBs) account for 

much of institutional lends to MSMEs (at least in industrial as against artisan clusters) and 

NBFCs, Co-operative banks, SFCs and other FIs/ MFIs are believed to play a minor role. 

The estimation of SCBs has therefore been considered by D&B along with that of dominant 

cooperative banks, SFCs and SIDBI (where available). The proportion of cluster turnover to 

state turnover in the same industry is first computed. Thereafter, the ratio is applied to the 

outstanding lending by SCBs in the state to that particular industry, to arrive at the credit 

supply estimate to a specific MSME cluster. In addition, lead bank data and aggregated 

district level supply data on outstanding total advances, priority sector advances and MSE 

advances was considered and matched with credit supply outstanding for a cluster computed 

by D&B. 

Sources of credit demand as per earlier studies: Credit demand sources have been 

considered in terms of nature of raw material procurement and asset conversion cycle, sub-

contracting arrangements, manpower-related expenses, technology upgradation and 

compliance with quality and environmental norms. To elaborate, the need for raw material 

procurement in large quantities at discrete intervals and the longer asset conversion cycles 

give rise to a significant need for working capital among MSMEs. With regard to 

subcontracted infrastructure at some clusters, credit cycles of greater than 30 days and 

absence of discipline among large buyers in meeting payment deadlines typically lead to 

working capital shortages among MSMEs. So also, in some clusters deploying labour 

intensive technologies and to meet payments of highly skilled technical consultants, 

manpower related working capital needs are constantly rising. In addition, apparently, there 

are credit demand needs to meet tax payment deadlines, pay specialized BDS providers etc. 

Recommended products and delivery mechanism: Financing raw material procurement 

(effectively) by consortia/SPVs/ implementing agencies as to enable firms to benefit from 

bulk/cash procurement is the recommended option (as is being undertaken by BIDASS in 

Trichy and many cluster associations in Kerala and Tamil Nadu in engineering and printing 

clusters). Factoring (or reverse factoring) is a critical option in sub contraction-based cluster 

operation. FIs could extend working capital finance on an ongoing basis against invoices 

raised by their clients on their buyers. Basically, factoring is a method in which the factor (FI 

offerings the service), obtain control over the sales budget of the client. In effect, the entire 

receivables management may be taken over by the FI and disclosed to the client’s customers 
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(buyers). The offerings of “a factor” are obviously more than just a discounting of individual 

bills by a bank. As opposed to cash credit, under “Factoring”, there is a scope for flexibility 

as to quantum of potential funding. Another option is a pre-approved collateral free 

equipment finance scheme to facilitate procurement of equipment urgently (to comply with 

some norms, or discount offered by the equipment seller etc). Such options have been 

evolved by SIDBI under the MSE-FDP in Faridabad with the Faridabad Small Industries 

Association (FSIA) and the GSPMA. The concerned BMOs are involved in processing 

applications and recommending lending limits to member firms. Yet another option is up-

scaling micro finance disbursement limits by MFIs (with loan ticket size of Rs 50,000 – Rs 

2,00,000 or more). Another means is a Purchase Order Financing (POI) where firms can 

borrow against purchase orders placed by credit worthy customers. Hence, firms could 

receive funds earlier than if they had to wait for the buyers to pay on the invoice and even 

sooner than if the invoice is discounted. Also, the option of offering WCTL facility to MSMEs 

(as credit limit set by FIs in some cluster sectors is hardly adequate to meet credit period 

required by customers of cluster firms). Further, factors inhibiting bills discounting in a cluster 

is inadequate payment discipline by customers cluster products.  Customers also do not 

agree to issue post-dated cheques. Hence, Receivables Linked Bridge Financing may be 

offered for working capital needs. Bridge financing is used to maintain liquidity in the scenario 

of anticipated cash inflows. This could be a temporary loan mapping the sales receivables 

cycle to future order procurement to facilitate continuous operation of MSEs. Banks may 

finance firms on procurement of new orders, based on the bills issued by them for executed 

orders. Simultaneously, the bank/FI may be repaid out of payment received by the MSE from 

an earlier transaction. 

Drawing from this basic review of methodological options and recommendations till date, in 

the context of the present study, definitions and methodology may be summarised and 

detailed as under: 

• A credit gap is considered as an unmet credit requirement of MSMEs over and above 

available access from formal institutional sources. 

• Estimation of credit gap requires estimation of demand and supply of credit and 

breaking the same into working capital and term loan needs. 

• Credit demand estimation may consider credit for activities like meeting: raw 

materials and consumables procurement, labour costs, rent and utility costs, repairs 
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and maintenance, audit or other BDS leveraging costs, technology upgradation and 

expansion costs etc. In this regard, working capital requirements may be considered 

in terms of amount of time (and related funds) required to source and convert inputs 

into cash. The input stocking period, work in progress, finished goods stocking and 

credit sale period may be considered. Term credit is required typically for investment/ 

expansion of fixed assets. 

The Nayak committee norm – suggesting use of forecasted sales approach of 25% of 

forecasted sales for enterprises would be required as (minimum) working capital requirement 

and bank credit for working capital considered at 80% of this requirement.  

In summary, for macro level estimates, the study will deploy the following methodology for 

estimation of demand for credit by the cluster: 

1. Working capital credit: The turnover of enterprises of different typologies of sample 

50 enterprises in the cluster will be extrapolated to the “population” based on data-

extrapolation from sample, and field interaction with stakeholders/previous DSRs 

(estimates extrapolated also on the basis of expert opinion from BMOs/ institutional 

representatives on cluster growth rates). Nayak committee norms (20% of the 

projected turnover as working capital funding requirement) will be considered.  

2. Term loan credit: The sample survey data on “investments in plant and machinery” 

and “other fixed assets” and estimates of growth on data extrapolation from sample, 

and field consultations with stakeholders (estimates extrapolated also on the basis 

of expert opinion from BMOs/ institutional representatives on growth rates). 

Note: IIP data need not reflect true cluster level scenario nor may ASI data due to variations 

in cluster performance vis-à-vis state level or national scenario and also typical 

misrepresentation/under reporting in the case of reported data, affecting scope for 

meaningful extrapolation. 

In summary, the study will deploy the following methodology for estimation of supply of credit 

to the cluster: 

Working capital and term loan supply: A three-year trend on credit supply to the district 

MSME sector will be secured from the lead bank and related leading FIs, and an estimate 

on supply of credit to cluster firms made and projected (particularly on the basis of expert 
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opinion from the lead bank and FIs consulted over primary study and BMOs/ institutional 

representatives). 
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Annexure – 9: Chain Analysis (Pre-Intervention) 

Particulars Transformer Isolators (in INR.) Cost per Unit (In 

INR.) 

Benefit per Unit 

(in INR.) 

Raw Material  INR 1,20,000 INR 120/kg 

(including 

transportation per 

1,000 Kgs of Raw 

Material) 

-- 

Depreciation / 

Wastage (10%) 

100 Kgs (Can only make 900 

Isolators per Tonne) 

  -- 

Labour One Labour can Produce 10 

Isolators per day x 3 Labour = 

30 Isolators per day (it requires 

33 days to utilise 1,000 Kgs of 

Raw Material) 

INR 800 per day per 

labour / 10 Isolators 

= INR 80 per 

Isolators per labour 

-- 

Administrative / 

power charges 

About INR 500/Day INR 500 / 30 

Isolators = INR 17 

per Isolators 

-- 

Sale to Wholesaler 900 Isolators x INR 250/- = 

2,25,000 

-- INR 250 per 

Isolators 

Total Cost per 

Isolators 

INR 217 x 900 Kgs = 1,95,300 INR 217   

Total Profit: INR 2,25,000 – INR 1,95,300 = 

INR 29,700 

 INR 33 (250-217) INR 2,25,000 -  
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Annexure - 10: Cluster Map 

 

 

 

 

Annexure -11 Best practices in other Engineering & Fabrication clusters 

 

1. Operation of procurement networks/Raw Material Bank 

a) Case study of Trichy Engineering Cluster – Illustration on procurement network 

and other BDS leveraged by the association members 

The Trichy Engineering Cluster comprise of about 300 MSMEs who offer fabrication and 

machining services. The cluster employs over 15,000 people, both directly and indirectly. 

The cluster evolved in the mid-1960s, primarily to cater to ancillary work demand from BHEL 

and subsequently grew to cater to other firms and markets. The State Industrial Development 

Corporation of Tamil Nadu progressively established several industrial estates in the region 

complementing the growth of the cluster. 

The cluster association has been instrumental in the growth and development of the cluster 

through various proactive BDS linkages. Some of the notable contributions of the association 

are: 

▪ Introducing QMS in business operations and intervention on the high cost of energy 

and power front.  

▪ Member driven ISO 9000 certification, installation of inverters and energy audits were 

facilitated jointly optimising costs of related BDS provision.  
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▪ Key Infrastructural gaps in terms of physical infrastructure is being progressively 

addressed by cluster firms. The cluster has also implemented a large infrastructural 

project in PPP mode under the Industrial Infrastructure Upgradation Scheme (IIUS) 

scheme of the Ministry of Commerce and Industries, Government of India. 

This cluster also serves as a regional model for private sector mutual partnerships for reaping 

scale economies on the procurement front. The SPV formed by the association member runs 

a Raw Material Bank which has a turnover of over INR 100 crore. Inputs and consumables like 

paint and welding rods are jointly sourced by cluster firms every year with effectively a 30 per 

cent reduction in related costs. 

 

b) Case Study of Rajkot Engineering Association 

Rajkot Engineering Association (REA) is an association of about 1100 engineering MSME 

units in Rajkot.  

The association was formed in the year 1943 after the merger of Rajkot Manufacturers 

Association and Rajkot Engineering Association.  

Common Procurement Activities: The REA is involved in common procurement of coke, 

pig iron and auxiliary (steel scrap) for its foundry members. About 80% of the foundries avail 

and benefit from the common procurement services. The association also procures steel 

scrap and sell it to its members 

▪ Procurement Methodology:  

o Pig Iron: The association gets in touch directly with the manufacturers like 

KISCO (Kudremukh Iron and Steel Company Ltd.) or KIOCL (Kudremukh 

Iron Ore Company Ltd) at Mangalore. Cost reduction in procurement is 

achieved by directly delivering to consuming units from the sales depot. 

o Coke: Bulk purchase made from dealers who either import from China, or 

deal in domestic coke. The cost reduction in procurement is achieved in 

similar fashion as that of Pig Iron. 

o Scraps: Steel scraps are procured from KISCO in bulk, wherein 3-4 truck 

loads of scrap are moved daily from Mangalore plant to the buyer directly.  

▪ Savings Generated: Due to bulk procurement and significant size of order book, the 

association is able to negotiate substantially better procurement price from the 

manufacturer and supplier. The market price difference in Ahmedabad and Rajkot often 

ranges from INR 500-600 per tonne. Due to the sheer volumes it handles (about 80% 
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of the total raw material requirement), it enjoys monopolistic position and at times sells 

pig iron at a price lower than the factory price. The profit generated at the end of each 

year is distributed amongst the members.  

2. Establishment and operation of Common Facility Centre (CFCs) as well 

Twinning with a range of other Business Development Service (BDS) providers 

a) Case study of Salem Steel Fabrication Cluster 

The agglomeration of firms in Salem constitutes 900 micro-sized steel product fabrication units 

and about 100 small-sized units. The total manpower employed by the cluster is about 25,000 

persons. The main market for cluster products is presently is the district and regional market. 

The fabrication firms cater to the equipment and fabrication needs of other user industries in 

the region ranging from chemical units to construction firms. A range of fabrication items from 

window grills and gates to laundry equipment is produced by firms. Despite the sustained 

turnover increase of the cluster over the last 5 years to amount to about INR 62.50 crore today, 

profit margins of firms have fallen down from 15 per cent of sales revenue to barely 5 to 7 per 

cent in the case of M.S. sheet fabrication units. 

Cluster firms under the aegis of the dynamic cluster association Salem District Small Scale and 

Tiny Industries Association (SADISSTIA), which have been undertaking several joint-action 

initiatives. These included: leveraging assistance under the Credit Guarantee Trust Scheme 

for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE); registration drive with the Small Industries 

Development Corporation (SIDCO) and NSIC to tap institutional demand through tender 

marketing schemes; twinning the Urban Youth Employment Generation Programme (UYEGP) 

for encouraging start-ups in the S.S. segment; leading benchmarking and marketing 

delegations to China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Sri Lanka; regular conduct of 

Entrepreneurship Development Programmes (EDPs); export promotion seminars on stainless-

steel products; conduct of technology upgrading programmes on CNC equipment; and 

exposure visits to successful clusters (in Kochi, Gujarat and Chennai). 

Larger firms in other clusters like Chennai and Trichy can afford to individually invest in many 

necessary facilities. In fact, larger integrated units have capital-intensive stainless-steel pipe-

making, deep draw press, laser cutting and CNC shearing and folding equipment which is 

beyond the resource capabilities of micro and small-sized enterprises. 

The limitations that were experienced by cluster firms may be viewed in terms of: doubling in 

raw material, manpower and power costs in the last 5 years as against hardly 20-25 per cent 

increase in end product prices; customers and consumers from the district progressively 

directly approaching enterprises in other clusters like Bangalore, Trichy and Chennai to 
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economise on their own costs and meet quality requirements; severe price and capital-intensive 

technology based competition; focus more on low value-added mild steel than S.S. based 

products; absence of primary pipe processing facilities; and limitation in tool room and testing 

lab facilities. These limitations led to cluster firms operating at less than 50 per cent capacity. 

In this context, firms have been assisted by the Ministry of MSME and the Government of Tamil 

Nadu under the MSE CDP scheme of the MoMSME to establish a common facility with 

investment of over INR 12 crore comprising: job-worked primary raw material pipe or rod 

processing equipment; job-worked deep draw press, laser cutting and punching and folding 

facility for quality value-added product and component development; tool room facility; and 

quality finishing facility. 

This intervention led to establishment of Common Facility Centre (CFC) in the year 2017, 

ensuring sustainable employment opportunities for twenty-five thousand labour force in the 

cluster and competitive market orientation of cluster firms with competitiveness and quality in 

fabrication activity. 

3. Dynamic Industry Association 

a) Case study of CODISSIA (Coimbatore District Small Industries Association) 

CODISSIA is an ISO 9001-2015 organization, registered under the Tamil Nadu Societies 

Registration Act in 1969 as a Small Industries Association, is now one of the premier Industry 

Associations for MSMEs in India.  It is the only District Level Association in the country to have 

signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Plant and Machinery Manufacturers Association 

/ Bavarian Section of West Germany - to work consistently in assisting the members to identify 

new technologies / promote joint ventures, technology transfers, send trade delegations etc. to 

foreign countries. It has the maximum number of MoUs with educational institutions. In Asia, it 

is first to aquire Business Member Organization (BMO) accreditation in India as a district level 

general BMO. Today, it has over 6000 members.  

Key initiatives of CODISSIA: 

▪ CODISSIA Defense Innovation and Atal Incubation Centre (CDIIC): The 

Honourable Minister for Defence, Government of India, Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman had 

announced a grant of INR 20 Crores ($ US 3 million) as Seed Money to CODISSIA, to 

start the Defence Innovation Centre. CDIIC is a not-for-profit Section 8 company 

established in January, 2019. It is supported by Atal Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog 

and Ministry of Defence.  CDIIC extends the needed support to start-ups in terms of 

incubation of their ideas through mentors and institutions, thereby helping them to 
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graduate. This will be instrumental in developing many new entrepreneurs who in-turn 

would set up their own industries generating employment opportunities to many.  

▪ CODISSIA Industrial Park Limited (CIPL): CODISSIA has developed industrial parks 

at Moperipalayam and Kallapalayam, about 260 and 140 acres respectively – target of 

about 400 MSMEs.  These parks were inaugurated by the Chief Minister in 2019 and 

also received a grant of INR 10 crore from SIDCO. CIPL has signed an MoU with the 

Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) under the confederation of Indian Industry (CII) 

for developing parks in a green and sustainable manner. It comes under the IGBC 

Green Industrial City Rating. IGBC will support CIPL in designing and facilitating the 

green initiatives.  

▪ CODISSIA Intec Technology Centre is a trust with the objective to promote & create 

infrastructure facilities for conducting Trade Fairs, Industrial exhibitions, buyer-seller 

meets, seminars, Conventions, Conference etc. CODISSIA Intec Technology center 

manages all the events in the CODISSIA Complex. 

 

Key Mandates of CODISSIA: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Innovative Financing Instrument 

a) Case Study of Faridabad Engineering Cluster  

Scheme for Pre-approved loans from Cluster Association: Faridabad Small Industries 

Association (FSIA) comprises units who are micro and smaller sized. Apparently, the FSIA is 

amongst the largest association with about 1000 members. Cluster firms in Faridabad have 

been undertaking some interventions in a proactive fashion. MSMEs are often faced with 
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situations when certain equipment need be acquired urgently, either because the supplier is 

offering a discount or because the acquisition is required to comply with a norm. Moreover, 

these enterprises need acquire a number of small-value equipment that aggregate to significant 

value through the year. Applying for loans to make these purchases is considered tedious and 

time-consuming with no certainty of sanction and disbursement. Hence, either unsecured loans 

are sourced at high interest or working capital credit is employed for the purpose of acquisition 

of such equipment. In order to overcome this challenge, SIDBI along with FSIA (a dominant 

industry association in the region) designed a scheme under which a collateral free line of credit 

up to INR 50 lakh is sanctioned to enterprises, which can avail this facility any time during the 

year, either in full or in parts, for purchasing equipment. 
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